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Margaret Ann Lembo is the author of Chakra Awakening; The Essential Guide to Crystals, Minerals and Stones; Crystal 
Intentions Oracle; The Essential Guide to Aromatherapy and Vibrational Healing; and Animal Totems and the Gemstone 
Kingdom. Find out more at TheCrystalGarden.com and MargaretAnnLembo.com

THE CRYSTAL GARDEN

   ALLOW MIRACLES: BLUE TOPAZ, 
   THE DIVINE MOTHER, AND MYRRH 

Do you feel the presence of the Divine Mother?  Do you seek comfort and motherly 
love?  It is time to align with grace and the ever-present vibration of compassion, 
kindness, and mercy. With celestial blue topaz in hand, decide to release issues and vibrate at 
a rate that emanates peace, love, and well-being. Open your mind to allow miracles beyond your 
wildest dreams. 
 
The heavenly color of blue topaz brings the vibration of Mary, Mother of Jesus the Christ, to our 
mind and hearts. The vibration of blue topaz opens your ears and your heart to the Divine Mother through the crown chakra. 
The heavenly blue of this topaz helps you tap into higher realms of awareness to channel Divine wisdom and knowledge. Use it 
to connect with your guides and the angels associated with Mother Mary.
  
Inhale myrrh as a tool to realign and ground your energy. Refocus your efforts with myrrh nearby. Its scent is dark, opulent, 
mushroom-like, resinous, rich, warm, and reminiscent of wet wood. It is considered one of the biblical oils. Use it for protection 
in spiritual ceremonies and rituals. Use myrrh to stabilize your thoughts and fix your attention on the vibration of safety. Myrrh 
is a good aromatherapy ally for caregivers, dental professionals, judges, law enforcement professionals, lawyers, and hospice 
workers. The vibrational energy of myrrh resonates with the planet Venus and the receptive and restorative qualities of the 
Moon. 

USE BLUE TOPAZ AND MYRRH IN CONJUNCTION WITH EACH OTHER AND AFFIRM: 
I am an instrument of peace and love.  I honor the presence of the Great Mother on our planet. I invoke guidance for myself 
and all the people of this world to embrace peace. I open my heart to Divine love. 
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Celebrating 21 Years in Business

Blessings to Our Mothers!
Happy Mother’s Day!

Enchanted Gifts for the Mind, Body and Soul



Sunday May 20th 
9:30 and 11:00am 
“No One and Noth-
ing is Against Me” 
Rev Monica Driscoll. 

Sunday May 20th 
12:30pm Workshop: 
“FEAR and Our 
Response To It” with 
Rev. Monica Driscoll. 
We have all experi-
enced fear of some kind. We have even developed an 
automatic response when it occurs. When we are aware 
of our reactions to FEAR we are more equipped to change 
our behaviors and discontinue living in False Evidence Ap-
pearing Real state of mind. Come explore our responses 
to fear and take charge of our life living in No One and 
Nothing is Against Me.

Sunday, May 27th 9:30 and 11:00am Ask The Minister
Rev. Beth Head and guests. We will be requesting your 
questions in advance and will answer as many as time al-
lows. We will answer different questions at each service.

Sunday, May 27th 12:30 pm Bridge to Freedom 
Workshop: How to Let Go and Let God Heal Your life  
Facilitator: Mandy Bass  In this experiential workshop 
you will discover practical tools from A Course In Miracles, 
Ancient Huna and Buddhist traditions (as well as modern 
neuroscience-based approaches) to work through fear 
and cultivate forgiveness. Suggested love offering $25.00.

2401 N. Harbor City Blvd
Melbourne, FL 32935

321.254.0313

Rev.  
Beth Head 

welcomes you

Join us in a Journey of Spiritual Discovery   www.unityofmelbourne.com

SUNDAY Services 
9:30 and 11:00am

Sunday school at 11:00am 
Child care both services

To welcome 
all people 

and 
experience 
our oneness 

with God

A Positive Path For Spiritual Living

Thursdays 6:30pm “Practically Metaphysical” – metaphysics 
for daily life Facilitator: Paul Esche Join us as we discuss how 
metaphysics applied in every day life.

Friday, May 4th at 6:30 pm Spaghetti 
Supper fundraiser for our Memorial 
Garden/Eagle Scout project. COME EAT!

Sunday, May 6th 9:30 and 11:00am “It’s ALL God” Keith Leon. 
Keith is an international bestselling author and renown speaker. 
His talk combines music and the spoken word. Keith has spoken 
at events that included Jack Canfield, Bob Proctor, Neal Donald 
Walsch, Michael Beckwith and Marianne Williamson.

Sunday, May 6 12:30-2:30pm How to Live a Peace-filled Life in 
a Toxic World with Keith Leon Are Trump conversations annoying 
you? Constantly negative news upsetting you? Having a hard time 
dealing with recent  tragic events? Keith uses music, stories, and 
powerful processes to give you tools for every-day life. You will 
discover ways you may be unintentionally attracting drama. Learn 
to be more loving, neutral and accepting of others. Enjoy learning 
and discovering yourself in a non-toxic environment. Get tips to 
keep you from feeling “other people’s stuff.” Learn tools that will 
support you as you brave the world. Suggested $20

Thursdays beginning May 10 10am Seniors and Relation-
ships Workshop with Dr. Christina Gilman. A 6-week two-hour 
workshop emphasizing Unity teachings of love and forgive-
ness. Bridging Interpersonal differences, communicating needs 
and opinions assertively and kindly, cultivating our intuition and 
spiritual direction. Relating to care-givers, doctors, appreciating 
ourselves as elders in the role reversal with our children. Using 
meditation, prayer, breathing exercises. Open to the public, sug-
gested $20 per session. Contact Dr. Christina Gilman 321-312-
0421 drchristinagilman@gmail.com

Sunday May 13th 9:30 & 11am  “Ask For A Sign” with Rev. 
Beth Head

Sunday May 13th at 12:30pm • New Member Orientation Are 
you interested in becoming a Unity of Melbourne member OR 
just curious about Unity? Attend this presentation and bring your 
questions.

ONGOING EVENTS
First Sunday of the Month - Reiki Healing Service 

after both Sunday Service 
Second Friday Night – Game Night 6:30pm

Noon Prayer Service Tuesdays and Thursdays 
Tuesdays – Course In Miracles 7:00pm

Wednesdays – Melbourne LGBT AA 6:30pm



HORIZONS MAGAZINE is distributed FREE each month to 200+ bookstores 
and health food stores throughout Florida, as well as by subscription.   
HORIZONS is designed to inspire, educate and entertain those who are 
exploring the body/mind connection and seeking spiritual solutions to 
everyday life.        

ARTICLE SUBMISSION: You may submit articles of up to 900 words on any area 
of personal growth and practical spirituality to HorizonsMagazine@aol.com. Time 
sensitive articles must be submitted 4-5 months in advance.   Any article that 
promotes a particular person, product, service or event is considered an ad 
and is paid for.    

The views expressed in Horizons Magazine are those of the authors and not necessarily 
those of its publisher or advertisers.   We do not necessarily endorse the ideas or 
products of our advertisers, but we honor their right to offer them.   We reserve the right 
to edit material for space and content.  Horizons Magazine © 1997 Andrea de Michaelis

The greatest 
optical illusion is 

separation

Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com
Email HorizonsMagazine@aol.com 

HORIZONS MAGAZINE            cell/text 321.750-3375
575 Escarole Street SE • Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802

We accept all credit cards and Paypal
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  “And the day came when 
the risk to remain tight in 
a bud was more painful...   

than the risk it took to 
blossom.”   Anais Nin
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Email HorizonsMagazine@aol.com

321-750-3375 cell/text

Since 1992, distributed monthly to 200+ 
bookstores and health food stores all over 
Florida, as well as  by private subscription.  

See pages 22-25 to see where to pick up 
HORIZONS MAGAZINE.

By Rev.  Tom Sannar
http://oneheart-onemind.org      Email dr.tomsannar@gmail.com

1.   Recognition - God Is First.   I recognize that there 
is an Infinite Power and Presence greater than I am.   This  
Presence is on purpose and knows the answers to all of my 
questions and has the ability and the willingness to fulfill all 
of my desires.      

2.   Unification.     I unify my consciousness with the 
consciousness of God.   I am willing in total faith and trust to 
allow Spirit to guide me and direct me in my daily affairs.

3.   Willingness To Change.   I am willing to assess my life, 
to honestly look at and face all my fears.

4.   Dominion.   I take dominion and responsibility for my 
life.    I give up blame and  judgment.   I accept myself and all 
others.

5.   I  Live On Principle.    I know that I am a Spiritual 
Being.   I live my life with honesty and integrity.

6.   I  Live On Purpose.     I am willing to commit to the 
process of purposeful living.   As I discover my purpose and 
live it with courage, I am transformed.

7.   Forgiveness.    I forgive myself for any past mistakes 
and I forgive all others who I think have harmed me.

8.   Positively Present.     I maintain a positive attitude, 
regardless of what is occurring in my life.   I  know that 
behind every seeming crisis, there is opportunity for good.      
 
9.   Persistence.    I persist through faith.   I maintain focus 
and discipline.

10.  Service.    I know that the floodgates of opportunity 
open wide by my giving myself in unconditional service to 
others.      

11. Gratitude.     I am
 grateful for my life and all 
aspects of my life.  I see all 
people as the goodness of 
Spirit in form.

12. Tithing.    I come to 
understand and embody the 
principle of tithing, so that 
I freely and unconditionally 
give one tenth of my time, my
 treasure, and my talent to my
 spiritual source.

12 Steps of 
Spiritual Freedom

Mail ad with payment to
HORIZONS MAGAZINE
575 Escarole Street SE

Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802

Calendar $.50 per word.           page 18 
Phone Directory $5 per line       pages 22-25

Ad size               1 month     3 months               6 months   12 months
Small Strip Ad      $ 50 $120  $180      $300 
Business card  $ 85  $225  $420
1/4 page           $235 $562.50  $990
1/3 page         $250 $630  $1170
1/2 page         $365 $945  $1620

Full page        $505     $1332    $2370
Inside front $575   $1515   $2580
Page 3      $575     $1515  $2580
Page 4  $505 $1332  $2370
Inside back   $545 $1455  $2490
Back page  $625 $1515  $2580 Unavailable
Front cover  $900 (Restrictions apply) 

              *You must prepay to get discount
              Example: Small strip ad for 6 months is $180 prepaid

Full page ad for 6 months is $2,370 prepaid   
Broken contracts receive full advertising credit

We accept all credit cards 
and PayPal online
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DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES

You are loved and 
guided more than 
you can imagine

For good advertising results, studies show 
it takes a reader 3-4 times seeing a new ad 

before it is noticed and acted on.   
By the 4th ad, readers begin to call.

Payment is due by the 10th 
with your ad

DISPLAY AD SIZES
Full page ad is 7.25” wide by 9.5” tall
1/2 page 4.25” tall by 7.25” wide or 9” tall by 3.5” wide
1/3 page 2.8” tall by 7.25” wide or 9” tall by  2.3” wide
1/4 page 4.25” tall by 3.5” wide or 2” tall by 7.25 wide
Business card ad is 2” by 3.5”
Small strip ad is 1” x 3.5”



My phone was gone. As the mist burned off, I saw another fallen 
cyclist, who got up and walked over with a limp.  Then I realized 

(1) I was dreaming and 

(2) they likely were dead since they were coming one after an-
other from similar cause/location of death. But I know how that 
works. Often when you begin talking to one (deceased person in 
spirit,) you're sending out a signal to anyone on that channel that 
a line is open so they come one after another, kind of like stand-
ing in line waiting their turn to use the phone. I have no doubt 
these are real people and may be the topic of upcoming reading 
sessions. Research later told me there were 3 motorcycle acci-
dents at that corner in real life.

Of course, when I say real people, do I mean their ghosts came 
to me in a dream? Some might might call it a ghost, I think of it 
as an etheric imprint, a data bank. I know that upon death the 
soul continues away from the body and onto its next assignment. 
The vestiges that remain, which we identify as our passed loved 
ones, can be thought of as an astral data bank, which knows 
everything that they knew while they were alive. That's why 
"they" can tell you were the keys are and bring to mind thoughts 
of comfort. Our thoughts and memories and prayers go out and 
connect and enrich the soul they are attached to, lifetime after 
lifetime. 

And in some of these lifetimes we recognize each other. Some-
times it’s foggy at first, as in a mist or a dream, but it becomes 
clearer as we come to know each other. That’s happened to us, 
you and I, here thru the magazine. I always do my best to see as 
well as I can with whatever light there is available.

HELLO AND WELCOME TO THE MAY 2018 
HORIZONS MAGAZINE. I had a good reminder recently 
about seeing things clearly, in the light of day. It began with a 
vivid dream. In the dream I was on a walk in my neighborhood 
and came upon a fallen motorcyclist. I helped him up. He was 
disoriented. I said let's move your bike out of the road. He 
asked am I dead? I said you don't appear to be. There was 
a lot of mist and we were under a streetlight so the light was 
diffused and really bright for a distance. I got turned around 
and didn't know which way we were walking and didn't see a 
street sign. He said help me retrace my steps for the keys. 

We went back toward the light and again as we approached 
the streetlamp we saw another fallen motorcyclist in the 
road next to the first bike. He was dazed. He left his bike 
where it fell. They did not appear to notice each other. He 
couldn't find his phone to call her, I read his thoughts, she 
was pregnant, he didn't want her to worry that he'd be late.

THIS MONTH’S 
THOUGHTS 

ABOUT 
THINGS...

Andrea de Michaelis
Publisher in 2016

“In the company of one who is living 
Love, you can’t help but spring into 
that Love.”  - Sri Sri Ravi Shankar

...continued on page 29...

Mon - Fri 10am-6pm
Saturday 10am-5pm
Sunday 11am-3pm

Visit BookAndBeadOutlet.com   See coupon at website for day of fair

Love? Money? Travel? Learn what 2018 holds in store for you. 

PSYCHIC FAIR
$12 for a 10 minute mini-reading: 

BOOK AND BEAD OUTLET
Hundreds of  Books, Beads, Tarot Decks, Gifts

950 N. Courtenay Pkwy
Merritt Island, FL 32953

321-453-2665

SATURDAY & SUNDAY 
May 12-13

Mother’s Day Weekend

Behind McDonald’s north of 520
Saturday May 12 11am-4pm
Daena Croghan: Psychic Medium, Angel Readings 
Kathryn Flanagan: Intuitive Channel, Tarot, Psychic Medium 
Robin Higgins:  Clairvoyant Medium, Channeling 
Jennifer Behling:  Crystal Vibrational Readings
Leslie Marlar  Astrology Saturday ONLY
Kim Danbert: Psychic Medium Tarologist & Pastel Aura Portraits
Maria Torano:  Psychic Medium, Reiki Master & Healing, Cross-Over 
Readings

Sunday Fair  May 13 11am- 4pm 
Jen Padgett:  Massage MA79795 Sunday ONLY 

Daena Croghan: Psychic medium, Angel Readings 

Jennifer Behling:  Crystal Vibrational Readings

Kathryn Flanagan: Intuitive Channel, Tarot, Psychic Medium

Robin Higgins:  Clairvoyant Medium, Channeling

Kim Danbert: Psychic Medium Tarologist & Pastel Aura Portraits

Maria Torano: Psychic Medium, Reiki Master & Healing, Cross-Over Readings 

Our Next Fair 
is July 21-22



...continued on page 26...
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ONLY TWO WAYS TO ROLL
WHICH WILL YOU CHOOSE? 
Pam Grout is the author of 16 books, three plays, a television series, and two iPhone apps. She writes for People 
magazine, Cnngo.com, Huffington Post, and her travel blog, www.georgeclooneyslepthere.com. Find out more 
about Pam and her out-of-the-box take on life on her website: www.pamgrout.com.

“The universe always dreams bigger for you than you would for yourself.”

--Amy B. Scher

There are a grand total of two ways to do things. 
Whether you’re looking for a job or having a con-
versation with your BFF, whether you’re making 
a smoothie or plans for a European vacation, you 
either do what you’re doing with the resources of 
Door Number 1 or Door Number 2.

Door  Number 1, the drug of choice for most of us, means do-
ing your life, your daily activities with the power of your own 
resources. You make decisions based on the thoughts within 
your own head, with what you know so far, with what you’ve 
learned from your parents, from school, from the news. In a 
nutshell, it’s using the resources of the past.

Door  Number 2, the only other choice, means conducting your 
life hooked to your Source or what I call the F.P., the field of 
potentiality.

For me, it’s a no-brainer. When I depend on my limited re-
sources (Door #1), I’m like a toaster that’s not plugged in. I 
can press the button a million times, but if it’s not plugged in, 
there’s not going to be any toast on which to apply butter and 
jam. I can eat the bread, of course, but it’s not toast.

You’ve probably heard the expression, “All men have sinned 
and fallen short of the glory of God.” Sin, rather than a judg-
ment call, merely means separation from your Source. It 
means your toaster’s not plugged in. There’s no condemnation 
involved. You don’t damn your toaster all to hell. If you’re 
smart, you simply grab the cord and plug it back in to its 
source.

For the sake of clarity, let’s stretch the toaster metaphor. 
Let’s say you really, really, really want toast. You can plead 
and beg and pray all you want, but until you connect the 
toaster back to the wall, “Sorry Charlie, you’re S.O.L.”

You can throw the toaster in the dumpster, but there’s noth-
ing wrong with it. It’s just not connected. That’s what we’ve 
done. We’ve thrown our toasters (the days and the hours of 
our lives) away.

Your Source (Again, call it what you like—God, the F.P., Divine 
Intelligence) doesn’t  judge anymore than electricity judges. 
It’s completely 100 percent non-biased. If has no opinions 
on whether you choose to employ its power or not. It’s just 
there, waiting for you to plug yourself back in.

Some of us don’t plug in to our Source because we feel guilt. 
Or we don’t feel we’ve worked hard enough. Or we bought 
this crazy notion that It doesn’t want us.

But that’s as ridiculous as saying electricity doesn’t want (or 
won’t work) for a thief. Electricity doesn’t judge. It works 
equally well for everyone.

In fact, it’s OUR judgments, our grudges, our preconceived 
notions that block the flow.  Source is always there, patiently 
waiting for us to lay down our judgments and plug ourselves 
back in.

THE SECRET TO LIVING 
A LARGER LIFE

The quality of your life is in direct proportion to the questions 
you ask; the universe will always match you question for ques-
tion. Sadly, most of the questions we ask are repeats of the 
questions we asked yesterday. We keep wondering the “same 
ole, same ole” that forever locks us into a tiny box of percep-
tion that greatly limits our reality. We place amazingly low 
expectations on what might be possible.

PROSPER COACHING
Energy Space Clearing 

Certified Law of Attraction 
& Certified Womens Empowerment Coach

772-985-1371
Go to www.kimtrosper.com for FREE 

“You Were Meant to Love Yourself First” book

You were 

meant 
to fly

Certified through Les Brown Unlimited
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...continued on page 31...

ABRAHAM-HICKS 
Abraham is a group of nonphysical teachers, 
speaking their broader  perspective through 
Esther Hicks.    Author of Ask & It Is Given, 
The Amazing Power of Deliberate Intent, The 
Vortex, Where Law of Attraction Assembles 
All Cooperative Relationships and NY Times 
Best Seller, Money and the Law of Attraction, 
visit www.abraham-hicks.com. 

ON FINDING THINGS TO PUSH AGAINST

We were talking earlier about so many people making gov-
ernment the enemy, or making food processors the enemy, 
or making growers the enemy, or making the way the food is 
grown the enemy, and what we are really wanting you to hear 
is that anytime you are making anyone or anything the enemy, 
you are putting up a big umbrella that keeps you from being 
aware of the guidance that you are being offered.

You either have an Inner Being or you don't, which is it? You 
either have guidance coming or you don't, which is it? You 
either have intelligent cells in your body or you don't, which is 
it? What's keeping people from being healthy is not what they 
are eating, it's what they are thinking. And it's not just what 
they are thinking about food, it's what they think about their 
neighbor, it's what they think about their mother, it's what they 
think about their brother, it's what they think about this and 
this and this and this.

People are finding all kinds of things that they are pushing 
against that are holding them in a place of resistance to their 
own guidance about everything, and in the process they are 
actually blocking the communication between the cells and 
Source.

ABRAHAM ON HOW TO BE OF HELP

If you are selfish enough to care about how you feel, then you 
will be able to focus yourself into alignment with the well-be-
ing that you seek for them. But if you are not selfish enough to 
care about how you feel, then you may focus upon their plight, 
which means you have no power to assist them.

So, this is the thing that's hard for so many to understand. 
People think that in their selflessness, and sometimes sacrifice 
of their own alignment, they will be of more value for some-
one else. But you cannot get sick enough to help sick people 
get well, you cannot become poor enough to help poor people 
become prosperous, you cannot become confused enough to 
bring clarity to something. 

You have to maintain your alignment with clarity and with 
abundance and with well-being in order for your projection to 
the Vortex of someone else to be of any value to them. So it 
turns out that your selfishness is also the only avenue toward 
your value or upliftment; that your humanitarianism really is 
about alignment with this Energy that creates worlds and then 
focusing upon something.

lotsa of hicks articles here http://spiritlibrary.com/messages/abraham-hicks?page=2
http://www.healyourlife.com/articles/author/esther_and_jerry_hicks
see Ivan Kelley on FB for abraham excerpts by Esmee LeFleur
https://www.facebook.com/LOLlovingoutloud/
AbrahamHicks trascriptions here
http://juliacorlion.blogspot.com/2017/02/

Kim Danbert
Spiritual Counseling • Phone Readings 

PSYCHIC-MEDIUM TAROLOGIST 
35 years experience  321 752-4218

Gypsyohara@gmail.com

Spiritual Services with 
Laura Beers Shift your Mind, 

Enlighten your Body 
& Connect your Spirit  

Psychic Medium, 
Motivational Speaker,

Spiritual Certified Coach, 
Ordained Minister

In Person, Phone, Skype, Groups, will travel

321-751-4766 By appointment
HealYourSpirit2.com 

Janice Scott-Reeder, AA, BA, Druid
Licensed Psychic, Astrologer, Broward County, FL

Master Tarotist, Hypnotherapist, Psychometry, Spirit Contact 

954-698-6926  (Coconut Creek 33073)
Facebook: CosmicSalamander or CosmicJanice

ABRAHAM ON 
FOLLOWING YOUR IMPULSES

Allow yourself to follow your impulses because that's what 
they're showing you; they don't want to be rigid. And you've 
sort of trained yourself in the classroom and in life to sort 
of do what's expected, and it's the unexpected that's fun, 
because that's where the leading edge is; it's the new discov-
eries that are fun, it's the doing the things that you're not 
accustomed to doing, it's the approaching life from a different 
vantage point.

And if we were you, we would say, 'why this now', because 
what's happening is, the Universe is delivering to all of you 
pieces of what you want, and when you don't ignore it but 
you pick up the piece, there's momentum in it that will lead 
to more and more and more and more. And at first glance it 
doesn't look like it amounts to much, but if you will let your-
self go anyway, it will become bigger and bigger and bigger 
and bigger.



Bone spurs are tiny irregular growths or extra 
protrusions on the surface of the bone or joint 
margins. Normally people experience these on the spine, 
hands or feet. Bone spurs can go unnoticed for years and 
symptoms may be undetected depending on where the spur is 
located. You may notice restricted movement or inflammation 
in the infected area and there may be sharp pain or a pinched 
nerve that feels like needles digging into the area, or there can 
be numbness or weakness along the affected area.  
  Some causes of bone spurs can be injury to the bone or joint, 
wear-and-tear associated with osteoarthritis, plantar fasciitis, 
tendonitis or other inflammatory conditions.  Or it can be due 
to hereditary factors where calcium absorption mechanisms tell 
the body to lay down calcium along the ligaments, tendons and 
joints. The bone loss of osteoporosis encourages the body to 
compensate by developing spurs and new fibrous tissue around 
the spur. When this happens it can cause swelling, redness and 
pain. As the tissue grows the network of tendons, nerves and 
ligaments become callused.
     With bone spurs the main symptoms are pain and 
inflammation. Curcumin the yellow pigment in Turmeric 
has been scientifically proven to reduce both pain and 
inflammation. In Asia it has been used and is still being used to 
treat arthritis, bone spurs and to alleviate pain. Alfalfa contains 
many minerals necessary for healthy bone formation plus, it 
helps to ease pain and inflammation. When Calendula, Arnica 
and Chamomile are infused in Grapeseed oil or Coconut oil 
and compressed on the affected area daily their constituents 
will improve circulation, reduce inflammation and reduce 
discomfort. You can also add a pinch of Cayenne which contains 
capsaicin or Ginger to this oil to further relieve the pain. To 
make the oil simmer ¼oz. Arnica, Chamomile and Calendula 
in 2c. Grapeseed or Coconut oil for 2-3 hours. Cool, strain, 
(don’t forget to add the pinch of Cayenne or Ginger) and 
bottle.  To use apply enough of this oil on to a cloth so it covers 
the affected area. Compressing it for 30-60 minutes daily 
overtime you should feel a reduction of pain and inflammation. 
Some lifestyle modifications to ease the pain of bone spurs 
can be as simple as wearing proper fitting shoes. The correct 
shoe; ones that are not too tight and have shock absorbing soles 
help distribute your weight properly easing the pain. Elevation 
and cold compresses reduce swelling and inflammation. If 
your bone spur is in your foot you can try rolling a small bottle 
of frozen water around on the floor with your foot for a few 
minutes. The ice reduces swelling and pain by constricting 
blood vessels. Apple cider vinegar is great for helping bone 
spurs. You can drink 1tsp. vinegar mixed with 8oz. water daily. 
Or you can apply a cloth soaked in vinegar to the affected area 
for 30-60 minutes. Overtime this is said to reduce inflammation, 
ease the pain and dissolve the spur. 
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Herb Corner
 Cecelia Avitabile of The Herb Corner and Learning Center in 

Melbourne FL is a Certified Holistic Health Practitioner with  a Masters 
of Herbalism degree and over 20 years of  herbal experience.  A 

member of American Association of Drugless Practitioners and the 
American Herbalist Guild. Visit www.herbcorner.net 321-757-7522

EASING BONE SPURS NATURALLY 

www.HerbCorner.net

Hours: Wed-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 11-3

The Herb Corner 
and Learning Center

277 N. Babcock St., Melbourne * 321-757-7522

Specializing In All Natural Products

Unique Jewelry- Rings, Necklaces, Bracelets,
Earrings, , Raw and Tumbled Gemstones,
Gemstone Animals, Eggs & Spheres, Salt Lamps in
various sizes and shapes, Sage,  Candles, multi-
colored LED lightboxes,, Lip Balms,
Headache Sticks, Bar & Liquid
Soaps, Salves, food-grade Essential
Oils, Unique Tea Diffusers, Tea Pots
& Oriental Mugs, Herbal Tumblers
and much, much more!!!

We Sell More Than Just Herbs!

Take Control of Your Health With
Herbs - Mankind’s Oldest Medicine

Herbs have been used as a standard practice
of complementary health-care for thousands of
years. History has accumulated a vast knowledge
of healing with plants providing us with a huge vari-
ety of healing options.

There are over 750,000 plants on the planet
Earth and they all contain chemical compounds
that can be converted into hormones, vitamins and
minerals that address the root cause of the condi-
tion, not just the symptoms. They work like preci-
sion instruments providing over-all support for the
body. The Herb Corner carries all your herbal needs
and all herbs are 100% organic.

Master Herbalist & Certified Nutritional Consultant on Staff
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YOUR DAILY WALKr.

“It is impossible for a man to learn what he thinks he already knows.” -- Epictetus

MEDITATION
Keep your mind open and life will present 
you with the opportunity to learn extraordi-
nary lessons. Open-mindedness is imperative 
if you desire success and personal growth. 
Those with open minds are able to break 
through the barriers of society and cre-
ate a life for themselves. Regardless of the 
amount of knowledge we possess or acquire 
in our lifetime, we will only know a small 
percentage of the knowledge available in 
this infinite world. Open yourself to the vast 
wisdom of the Universe and watch your life 
transform drastically.

Richard A. Singer, Jr. is author of Eastern Wisdom for Your Soul: 111 Meditations for Everyday 
Enlightenment, Your Daily Walk with the Great Minds: Wisdom and Enlightenment of the Past 
and Present and Now: Embracing the Present Moment

PERSONAL JOURNALING
How will you keep an open mind today, free of biases and judgments

in order to take advantage of the lessons of the Universe?
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Today, I will be honest with myself and admit that I really don’t know as 
much as I think I do about life and reality.

UNITY LIFE ENRICHMENT CENTRE 863-471-1122
10417 S. Orange Blossom Blvd, Sebring, FL 33875
Email unity@vistanet.net       www.unityofsebring.org

Rev. Andy Conyer

       3810 SE Lake Weir Ave, Ocala, FL 34480
                    Email Avalon.biz.gmail.com

Crow’s Crossroads Shoppe
Aurora Collins Owner/Psychic Consultant

Readings, Classes,  Aura Readings 
Tarot, Crystals, Herbs, Jewelry

352-235-0558

1951 Stimson St. 
Jacksonville, FL 32210

(904) 389-3690
 www.earthgifts.com

ROCK SHOP, 
CANDLES, 
INCENSE, 

HERBS, OILS, 
BOOKS, TAROT, 

MORE 
Open Wed - Sunday 10am - 6pm    Closed Monday & Tuesday

 High Springs Emporium

OPEN Mon-Sat 11 am-6 pm and Sunday noon-5 pm
19765 NW US Highway 441• High Springs, FL 32643 

386-454-8657   http://highspringsemporium.net

North Central Florida’s ONLY Rock Shop
The most unusual store in town 
Rocks, Crystals, Gifts, Jewelry
It’s the Merry Month of May! Come enjoy the wildflowers! 
The river! The springs! And more crystals than you can imagine!

Wind chimes on sale - 20% off 
Corinthian Bells chimes all month

JUST IN:
• Magical moldavite jewelry
• Veils of Isis Lemurian quartz
• Optical quality Lemurian quartz 
spheres
• New honey calcite spheres
• Petroleum-included DT quartz from 
Pakistan
• Chatoyant malachite from the Congo
• Cavansite on stilbite matrix

Saturday, May 12 - Honor thy Mother Celebration
Free crystal gift for all mothers, mimosas and chocolate

30% off all jewelry 12-5:30pm



HOW WILL I KNOW WHEN I’VE 
MET MY SOUL-MATE?

articles here as well  http://www.oprah.com/spirit/The-
Power-of-Your-Intuition

...continued on page 13...
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http://www.oprah.com/spirit/Are-You-Listening-to-Your-Life
https://www.facebook.com/TheSharingBook/?pnref=lhc

http://www.the-open-mind.com/20-things-to-do-when-youre-30-that-will-make-life-
better-at-50/

SHARING LOVE WITH OTHERS

I have met a few people in my life whom I recognized from previous 
lifetimes. As I shared in Adventures of the Soul, Debbie Ford was 
someone I knew and loved in many lifetimes. When she passed, and ap-
peared to me in Spirit, I was reassured that we would share many more 
lifetimes with each other.

Another soul that touched me was Marilyn Whall. I have been a faculty 
member of the Omega Institute for 14 years, and during that time I 
have met hundreds of students from all over the world. But no one has 
had the effect that Marilyn had. The first time I looked into her eyes and 
heard her quick, down-to-earth wit, there was no mistaking that she 
and I had shared many lives, laughs, and loves.

Look For Signs That Will Cross Dimensions

James Van Praagh is a NYT bestselling author of Talking to Heaven, Reaching to Heaven, Healing Grief, Heaven 
and Earth, Looking Beyond, Meditations, Ghosts Among Us, Unfinished Business, Growing Up In Heaven, Adven-
tures of the Soul, How to Heal a Grieving Heart (co-authored with Doreen Virtue) Power of Love. He shares 
insights and messages from the Spirit realm at http://www.vanpraagh.com.

“I know we just met, but I feel that 
I’ve known you all my life!” Have 
you ever said those words? When you 
meet someone and feel an immediate, 
powerful bond, chances are you have 
crossed paths with a soul-mate.

Around this time of year as we celebrate the 
season of love, there is lots of talk about soul-
mates, and if you’re single, chances are you are 
longing to connect with that one special person. 
But the reality of a soul-mate might be different 
from what you’ve been imagining.

First of all, your soul has experienced numerous 
lifetimes and connected deeply with many other 
souls. You don’t have one soul mate – you have 
dozens – and they can all play different, mean-
ingful roles in your life. 



...continued from page 12...
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WHY DID WE MEET AGAIN AT THIS 
PARTICULAR TIME? 

Like me, Marilyn was a medium. And like me, her life was 
about searching her soul, finding her true path, and eventually 
sharing stories of the afterlife. No wonder we both chose a 
time when hearts would be open to hearing our message that 
there is no death.

Several years before I met Marilyn, I was at one of my dem-
onstrations in Ohio. It was a rainy evening, and people were 
still entering the auditorium as I was speaking. I noticed a 
male spirit following a young woman to her seat. I remember 
because her umbrella was dripping water in a line on the floor.

Before she could get comfortable, I asked her to stand and say 
her name. When she did, I told her that her husband wanted to 
speak to her. He was very concerned about her coming because 
of the weather. “He is showing me a car accident on a rainy 
evening just like this one.” She nodded. “Why did my husband 
have to die so young?” was her question to me.

Suddenly the Spirit world poured out an answer for the benefit 
of not only her but the audience as well. “There is no death. 
Your husband left his body, but his soul is very much alive,” I 
said.

“Death is a transformation from one plane of existence to an-
other.” I told the young woman that her husband would always 
be with her. Then he said something that surprised both the 
audience and me. “Thursday night, you woke up and looked 
over at the clock on the night table at two sixteen. Is that cor-
rect?” Shocked, she responded, “Yes!”

I smiled. “He was there.” I continued, “The power of love 
crosses over dimensions. He has been with you in many life-
times—you are soul mates. He will see you in a future life. You 
will forever be connected!”

Become a “love magnet” attracting love in all forms.  If you 
are seeking your one special soul mate, be patient. The Uni-
verse will send you the perfect person meant just for you, it 
just might take a little time. In the meantime, enjoy creating 
and sending loving energy to the world by performing small 
acts of kindness for friends, family, strangers, and animals.

The love you share with others will come back to you! Every 
day make it a mission to change the energy of one person with 
a kind and compassionate thought, word or deed. Love is never 
to be kept locked away—it grows only by sharing.

HOW WILL I KNOW 
WHEN I’VE MET MY 

SOUL-MATE?

Private
Readings 

BY APPOINTMENT

To Promote the Religion,
 Science, and Philosophy 

of Spiritualism

IFSK Director 
Marilyn Jenquin

www.ifsk.org       407-247-7823

Ongoing monthly 
Psychic Medium Spiritual 

Development classes
 

The Villages
May 8th/9th/22nd

 
Gainesville May 5th

Orlando May 20th

Melbourne May 1st
 

Check website for complete details                                   

ON-GOING  PSYCHIC/MEDIUM 
SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT CLASSES                                  

 dependablepc@earthlink.net  

GoFundMe.com/promote-
development-classes
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FROM THE HEART
Alan Cohen is the author of many popular inspira-
tional books, including  the forthcoming The Tao 
Made Easy. Join Alan in Hawaii this December for 
his life-changing seminar Transformer Training to 
develop your skills and/or career as a teacher, 
healer, or leader. For more information about 
this program, Alan’s books and videos, free daily 
inspirational quotes, online courses, and weekly 
radio show, visit www.alancohen.com.

HOW TO GET INTO THE IN CROWD

In high school I looked up to my classmate Rick 
Brown, the quintessential cool guy. He was the good-
looking captain of the football team and president of the 
student council. He had a cheerleader homecoming queen 
girlfriend and was liked by everyone. I envied Rick because 
he was at the epicenter of the in crowd, and I saw myself as a 
distant outsider. 

Years after we graduated, I ran into Rick and we reminisced. 
I confessed, “I was always envious of you because you were in 
the in crowd and I was way out.” Rick laughed. “Really?” he 
came back. “I always thought you were in the in crowd and I 
was out.”

I couldn’t have been more stunned. Here was a guy who had 
all the accoutrements of success, all the things I wished I 
could be and have. Meanwhile he was envying me. How insane 
is that? That serendipitous meeting with Rick proved pivotal 
for me. That day I realized that the voice in our head that 
tells us that we are defective or less-than is a liar.  

A story from the video series The Beatles Anthology illustrates 
this very dynamic. At the height of the Beatles’ illustrious ca-
reer, George Harrison decided he wasn’t fit to be in a band as 
talented as the Beatles. He went to Ringo Starr and told him, 
“I’m not a real Beatle. You guys are the real Beatles, so I am 
going to quit the band.” Ringo replied, “I was just thinking the 
same thing—that you three are the real Beatles and I am the 
fake, so I will quit the band.” The belief that either George or 
Ringo were not the real Beatles seems laughable and ludi-
crous, since each of those musicians was talented in his own 
way, and the unique synergy of those four made the Beatles 
the most successful entertainers in history. 

But each of them had to face and deal with their own demons. 
If even the Beatles suffered from a sense of deficiency, you can 
see what a fake that voice is, and why you should give it no 
credence and not let it stop you. 

The pervasive belief that “I am a phony” is called “fraud 
guilt.” We all have it and there are several ways we deal with 
it. Most of us run from self-judgment by busying ourselves with 
endless tasks and errands, working continuously, or distract-
ing ourselves with our Smartphone or other addictions. Others 
attempt to compensate for their perceived lack by building up 
an ego-façade of braggadocio, competition, bullying, anxiety-
driven achievement, adding degrees, or collecting empty 
trophies.

Another group is willing to look within and heal self-judgment 
by holding it up to the light of higher awareness. James 
Thurber, author of The Secret Life of Walter Mitty, said, 
“All men should strive to learn before they die, what they are 
running from, and to, and why.” It is only when we are willing 
to stop, step back, and tell the truth about what motivates us 
that we can break free. 

 A Course in Miracles tells us that the world we have created 
is inside out and upside down, the exact opposite of the way 
we were born to live. If you want to know what is true, take 
most of what you have learned about how to succeed and re-
verse it. One of the most pervasive illusions is that we have to 
struggle to become good, worthy, and likeable. The ego thrives 
on creating fictitious gaps between who we are and who we 
should be. But there is no gap. We are already good, worthy, 
and loveable as we are. If we can love, honor, accept, and 
cherish ourselves right where we stand, every door that we 
have sought to kick down would open effortlessly before us.                                      

Everything you do to try to become cool will backfire because 
you already are cool. God created you cool, and there is noth-
ing you can do to become uncool, except try to become cool. 
In the trying is the lying. The coolest thing you could do is be 
yourself. 

To envy another person is to deny the gifts you uniquely bring. 
One way to reframe envy is to replace the word with the let-
ters N.V., which stand for “new vision.” If someone has some-
thing you want, they are demonstrating that you are a match 
to that attribute because you are aware of it. Everything you 
see in the outside world is a reflection of what is going on in 
your inner world.  “You spot it, you got it.” 

So instead of separating yourself from that person or attribute 
by believing it is outside of you, expand your vision and claim 
ownership of that trait by realizing it is inside of you. Then you 
heal the sense of separation and gain all that you thought you 
missed.

The in crowd is not a group of people you need to join. You 
cannot get in because you are already in. The real in crowd is 
made up of those who are willing to look within to find them-
selves. 

 

www.facebook.com/peopleofdiversity   

321-543-0058

The New Way POD
 The Aquarian Building 
238 Peachtree St in Cocoa 
www.thenewway.us

Rev. Mark 
Pasqualino

Come find what you’re 
missing

10:30AM
SUNDAY 

MORNINGS
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ASK WHITEDOVE
Got a burning question? Ask Celebrity 
Psychic and Spiritual Teacher Michelle 
Whitedove. Lifetime TV named her 
America’s #1 Psychic on America’s 
Psychic Challenge. Her books include: 
Ghost Stalker: A Psychic Medium Visits 
America’s Most Haunted Sites • She 
Talks with Angels: a Psychic Medium’s 
Guide into the Spirit World • Angels Are 
Talking: A Psychic Medium Relays Mes-
sages from the Heavens • My Invisible 
Friends  www.MichelleWhitedove.com  

Dear Whitedove,
My son never seems to make the right choice. 
He was brought up to know right from wrong 
so I’m at a total loss.  What can I do?

 Dearest, 
We do our best to bring up our babies then they grow up and 
leave the nest. They are only with us for a short time. I’d ask 
you to stop taking it personally; your son’s soul is on the fast 
track to learn some hard lessons for his personal growth.   

The whole purpose of our journey to earth is to learn from our 
Earthly experiences, to come to an awareness and a greater 
understanding of how making better choices improves our 
worldly situation and our karmic path. We gain wisdom and 
understanding through many incarnations and the choices that 
we have made. Some souls make the same poor choices over 
and over. Sometimes it takes several lifetimes to learn from a 
negative path.  Other souls learn at a faster pace. 

Just be supportive, love him unconditionally but don’t enable 
his repetitive poor choices. Also pray for him daily. Mothers' 
prayers are very powerful because of their sincerity.  Our chil-
dren have their own spiritual path full of lessons and blessings 
too!

 

Dear Whitedove,
Two years ago my husband passed away and I’ve 
been grieving ever since.

 Dearest, 
Grief is for the living; it is only right and natural that we feel 
extreme sadness at the loss of a friend and a lover. But even 
in our sadness we should be thankful that our beloved has not 
ceased to exist, they have simply moved on to a different and 
better plane of existence.  Take comfort in knowing that loved 
ones check-in on us from heaven from time to time and they 
send us prayers. They will be here to help us when it’s our time 
to move towards the light of heaven.  Remember our soul’s 
journey is a continuing process and our time on earth is merely 
a snapshot of our soul’s existence throughout eternity. Do not 
fear, you will be reunited.

2186 Park Ave 
Orange Park, Florida 32073  

http://spiritualuplifts.com

Energy Healing 
Readings
Classes

Join us on 
Facebook

Gifts, Books, Cards, 

Crystals, C
andles, 

Incense, jewelry, 

Salt Lamps, More

904-292-4555

Dear Whitedove
My life is so colorless and meaningless – I lack 
joy in my life. Why can’t I get out of this hole 
that I’ve dug?

 
Dearest, God wants us to be whole, happy, healthy, lov-
ing and fulfilled. We each have unlimited abilities. It is our 
belief system that gives us the freedom to create whatever we 
desire. If you can think it - - you can create it! Unfortunately 
society, religious beliefs and family values that we learn as we 
grow up affect us by setting self-imposed limitations on our 
thoughts and our abilities. Most people buy into the idea that 
man-made rules are fact - - - but many great masters have 
foretold that humans are special beings with the ability to co-
create a beautiful life. 

Start with a gratitude journal – every day, write the simple 
things that you are grateful for: your health, your most patient 
friend, the trees that are in bloom, your cat that purrs. Recog-
nizing the simple pleasures is a start.  Volunteer – do something 
for others. The act of giving with an open heart is transforma-
tive on a personal level.  Then read a book about the law of 
attraction. Set a new personal goal and work towards it using 
the universal laws of co-creation.  The time is now to get busy 
– the world needs you; every soul is important!

 Friend us on Facebook: Spiritualist Chapel of Melbourne

Spiritualism + 
Mediumship 
Classes $5 
$10 others

We Welcome All To
Sunday 10 AM services 
1924 Melody Lane, Melbourne, FL 32901

Spirit Messages - Healing Service 
Guest Speakers • Private Readings 

$15/15 minutes after Services

321-419-6262 

SPIRITUALIST CHAPEL of Melbourne

www.SpiritualistChapel.com

1st and 3rd 

Thursdays 
6:30-8:30 pm
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More Mastin Kipp at Healyourlife.com

Angels   Oasis
Morgana Starr

Daena Deva

At 
Angels 
Oasis 

you’ll find

Come join us in The Angelic Movement and visit us at Angels Oasis in the Threadneedle Mall 
321-506-1143       404 Brevard Avenue in Historic Cocoa Village. FL 32922    www.MorganaStarr.com

• Angel Themed Gifts, 
Books, and Framed Pics

• Archangel Essential Oils

• Readings (Mediumship, Spiritual 
Guidance, Meet Your Guardian, 
Psychic, Past Lives, Crystal, 
Tarot)

• Classes (Reiki, Spiritual 
Development, Angelic Arts)

Readers Available 
DAILY 

Walk ins welcome

mclaughlin see AOL emails feng shui articles

Diana Cooper is a bestselling author who specializes in esoteric subjects including angels, unicorns, ascension and 
Atlantis. She teaches internationally and runs the Diana Cooper school. www.dianacooper.com.

HOW TO CONNECT WITH 
YOUR GUARDIAN ANGEL 

We are living in the most turbulent of times as we 
approach a new Golden Age on Earth. This period pro-
vides an unprecedented opportunity for spiritual growth, and 
angelic beings from across the universe are reaching out to you 
to support and guide you on your path to ascension. Your very 
own guardian angel is with you to help you fulfill your spiritual 
destiny and raise your vibration. With their guidance, your life 
will be enriched, and you will feel happier and more satisfied 
as you see from a higher, enlightened perspective.

WHAT IS YOUR GUARDIAN ANGEL 
AND HOW CAN THEY HELP YOU?

Angels are high-frequency spiritual beings who are messen-
gers of the divine. They do not have free will, for their only 
purpose is to serve God. You have your own personal guardian 
angel, who remains with you throughout every one of your 
lifetimes to love and support you. Your guardian angel holds 
your divine blueprint – the highest potential for your soul – and 
it whispers to you constantly to help you to fulfill this potential 
and be all you can be. Whenever you experience a moment of 
inspiration, you can thank your guardian angel for illuminating 
your path.

Your guardian angel loves you unconditionally no matter what 
you do, say, or think. If you make a wrong decision, they will 
patiently stand by you and help pick up the pieces. In difficult 
times, your guardian angel will put its wings around you to 
comfort you and raise your frequency. All you need to do is 
consciously connect with your guardian angel and allow their 
love and support to flow in.

All challenges and problems vibrate at a low frequency. If you 
ask your guardian angel for help, it will show you how to raise 
your vibration so you are at a higher frequency than that of 
the problem. The problem will be unable to find you and you’ll 
have overcome the setback to learn the lesson it offers you.

If your soul decrees that you need to have an accident as a 
wake-up call or face a challenge to learn lessons of spiritual 
growth, your guardian angel must stand back and allow you to 
experience it. However, if it is not your time for a challenge or 
to die, your guardian angel will always step in and save you.

Synchronicities and coincidences are organized for you by your 
guardian angel. There is no such thing as chance; your guard-

...continued on page 27...

May 12-13  PSYCHIC FAIR AT COCOA VILLAGE CRAFT FAIR
Featuring Native American Readings by Carrie Ravenheart 

and Aura Photos & Readings by Al Whiteowl

May 12 from  3-5pm 
FAIRY WORKSHOP 

by Lori Prell & Morgana Starr 

May 20 from 4-7pm 
ASTRAL TRAVEL TRAINING 

with Duncan Bowen PhD



Karen Money Williams is a longtime student of 
the Abraham-Hicks perspective, and she and 
Mark hold Abraham discussion meetings in their 
home in Winter Springs, FL. Join “Abraham Fun” 
group on FB and like her FB page, “Soulsongs 
by Karen Money Williams.”  Email karen@
karenmoneywilliams.com 

ABRAHAM FUN
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Crystals, Books, 
Tarot Decks, 

Himalayan Salt 
Lamps, Jewelry, 

Candles, 
Unique Gifts

Kannaway CBD 
Oil Supplements

352-693-4592 
www.FairyDustCrystals.com 
Like us on Facebook

Your Holistic and 
Spiritual Healing Center

11781 SE HWY 441, Belleview, FL 34420 (at the Almeida Plaza)

Rev. Dawn Casseday

Phone 
readings  
available     

Psychic, Clairvoyant, Medium
Reiki /Energy Healing,Tarot

Past Life Regression Specialist
       

386-478-0341
www.revdawncasseday.com 

CASSADAGA  

Energy Balancing & Healings • Emotional Cord Cuttings
DNA Activations • Unified Chakra Awakening

Starseed Healing • Galactic Ray Healing

• KING SOLOMON PHYSICAL HEALING MODALITY 
• PSYCHO-SPIRITUAL-ENERGETIC COUNSELING 

CLASSES OFFERED
Adept Initiation • Reiki

Sacred Geometry • Meditation
Spiritual Intuition • Toning, A Spiritual Practice 

ATLANTEAN 
HEALING ARTS                        Office Hours By Appointment 
Duncan Bowen, Ph.D.                      2401 North Harbor City Blvd
Drduncanbowen@Gmail.com                Melbourne, Florida 32935

ATLANTEAN 
HEALING ARTS

  321-543-8882

Duncan 
Bowen, 
Ph.D.

May 10th & 11th John of God Crystal Healing Bed sessions 
with Linda Christina Beauregard. 45 min. $60; 60 min. $75. 

Please call Linda to schedule an appt at 518-522-8191

mclaughlin see AOL emails feng shui articles

SOULSONG #128 - RECEIVE WITH EASE

Today I release my mind from what I previously 
believed to be the boundaries of possibility.

I allow my thoughts to burst free from the space where 
they have been contained.

I accept a wondrous event into my experience.

I need do nothing to create this situation. I need do noth-
ing to become worthy of it. I need not plead, search, seek 
out a great teacher, or even read a crucial book. All I need 
do is (1) know that a break-through is here for me and (2) 
relax and receive it.

I pause in the silence, breathing deeply and allowing my 
mind to rest. I become passive. I become receptive. I ac-
cept that I am part of the very Power that creates worlds 
and that this same Power is flowing to and through me now 
with renewed intensity.

I receive with ease. With ease, I receive. Great things 
are now set in motion, and I allow them to unfold in their 
perfect time.
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Thursdays 7:00pm TITUSVILLE The Spiritual 
Enlightenment Class at Space Walk of Fame 
Museum, 303 Pine St. Tvl 32796 
321-543-3674

barbara mcgillicudy pd thru april 2018

SpaceCoastWebsites.com 
Website Creation
  Website Hosting

 Google - Bing Ads
   Facebook Ads
   Youtube Ads

 Traffic Analytics
 Market Analysis

  Email Campaigns
 Facebook Pages

  eBay Powerselling

GET NOTICED 
INCREASE WEBSITE TRAFFIC   

Targeted traffic is more cost effective than ever.
I can create a website for you and set you up to 

MAKE MONEY FROM YOUR OWN WEBSITE
Seasonal Specials Starting @ $250 per Package   

FREE PHONE CONSULTATION  Gary Leggett   321-544-5440   gleg@usit.net

Mondays and Thursdays SEBASTIAN  7pm, $11 Intuitively guided Journey Meditations with Psychic Medium Marchelle at Into The Mystic.1614 
US Hwy 1, Sebastian. 772-480-4344

Monday thru Thursday PALM BAY Yoga classes 7:00-8:00pm at Yoga Shakti Mission 3895 Hield Rd NW, Palm Bay 32907 
321-725-4024 www.yogashakti.org 

Tuesdays and Thursdays MELBOURNE 12-1pm Prayer Service Unity Church 2401 N. Harbor City Blvd 32935 321-254-0313 (pg 4)

Thursdays 7pm TITUSVILLE The Spiritual Enlightenment Class at Space Walk of Fame Museum, 308 Pine St 32796 321-543-3674

1st and 3rd Thursdays MELBOURNE Spiritual development classes, 6:30-8:30, $5 Members, $10 others. Spiritualist Chapel of Melbourne 
1924 Melody Lane behind Melb Auditorium 321-419-6262

2d, 4th Thurs MELB/PALM BAY 7pm Wiccan-Pagan Outer Court Classes Church of Iron Oak.  scribe@ironoak.org 321-722-0291

First Saturday PALM BAY Noon Vegetarian Luncheon at Yoga Shakti Mission 3895 Hield Rd NW, Palm Bay 32907 $10 donation, children free. 
321-725-4024 www.yogashakti.org

2nd Sat. every month JACKSONVILLE Psychic Fair 1-4 pm Spiritual Lighthouse Church 1049 Crestwood St Jax Church Sun 3 pm  904-764-7639  

Sundays PALM BAY Spiritual Lectures 9am Yoga Shakti Mission 3895 Hield Rd Palm Bay 321-725-4024 www.yogashakti.org

Sundays MELBOURNE 9:30am and 11am Services at Unity Church of Melbourne 2401 N. Harbor City Blvd 32935  321-254-0313

Sundays MELBOURNE 10am Center for Spiritual Living Space Coast 2401 N. Harbor City Blvd, Melbourne, FL 32935 (Chapel Room inside Unity 
of Melbourne) 321.474.2030 www.cslspacecoast.org

Sundays MELBOURNE 10am Spiritualist Chapel of Melbourne 1924 Melody Lane behind Melb Auditorium 321-419-6262 

Sundays ORLANDO 10am Meditation 10:30am Service Center for Spiritual Living, 709 Edgewater Dr 407-601-1169  

Sundays 10:30am NEW SMYRNA Community Unitarian Universalist Church403 West St., NSB, nsbcuuc.org, 386-308-8080

Sundays MELBOURNE Metaphysicians’ Circle discussion group held 7-8:45pm $3 at 1924 Melody Lane behind Melb Auditorium

May 10th & 11th: BELLEVIEW, FL  John of God Crystal Healing Bed sessions with Linda Christina Beauregard. 45 min. session $60; 60 min. ses-
sion $75. Location Fairy Dust Crystals & such 11781 SE HWY 441, Belleview, FL 34420 (at the Almeida Plaza) Please call Linda to schedule an 
appointment at 518-522-8191 

Friday July 21, 2018 PENSACOLA at 7:30 pm An Evening of Spirit with World Renowned Psychic Medium and NY Times #1 Best Selling Author, 
James Van Praagh will be “Live” at Skopelos at New World Landing 600 S Palafox St, Pensacola, FL 32502 (850) 941 4321 
http://www.newhorizonsexpo.com/
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NOTES 
from the 
Universe

An international tax accountant turned entrepreneur turned writer 
for “the Universe,” and one of the teachers for The Secret, Mike 
Dooley runs TUT’s Adventurers Club and travels internationally, 
speaking to thousands on life, dreams, happiness. http://tut.com

If you were to ask me,I'd probably say that 
the number one cause of loneliness in time 
and space is not a lack of friends, but a lack of 
keeping busy. I'd even go so far as to say that nine out of 
ten times the solution to every crisis, challenge, or problem - 
in relationships, careers, or otherwise - is to get busy. 

Because when you get busy, you allow me to slide whatever 
you most need - be it material, spiritual, or a new friend; 
answers, ideas, or comfort - right under your big ol' nose. 
 
  Tallyho, 
       The Universe

Jeff Brown is author of Spiritual Graffiti, Ascending with Both Feet on 
the Ground,  Love It Forward, An Uncommon Bond, Apologies to the 
Divine Feminine From a Warrior in Transition and Karmageddon, an 
award winning documentary about spirituality and emotional healing. 
Visit www.Soulshaping.com and www.Soulshapinginstitute.com

SPIRITUAL 
GRAFFITI

The greatest defeat is not the end of a relationship, 
it’s the unwillingness to learn from it. Most love 
relationships end, yet the opportunities for growth 
live on. 

We have been conditioned to believe that endings are failures, 
but they are not. At this stage of human development, it’s all 
we can do to manage our own issues, let alone merge hap-
pily with another. We still have so much to learn about how to 
sustain love. 

The real victory is growing through the experience, clarify-
ing and healing our issues, converting the unresolved material 
into the transformation at its heart. Relational success is not 
a tangible outcome- it's a process of awakening. If the experi-
ence grew you, if it prepared you for a more heartfelt and 
awakened life, it was a true victory.

We get more compassionate as we evolve. 

More humble. More subtle. More aware of how little we know. 
We don’t get superior. We don’t form cults of personality. We 
don’t think we have it all worked out. 

If we imagine ourselves ‘all that’, then we have actually de-
volved. 

I trust the ones who know a little something but don’t know a 
whole lot, more than the ones who ‘know it all’. We have so 
much more to learn. All of us.

THE HOTEL 
CASSADAGA 

is currently seeking a psychic-medium 
specializing in Spirit contact. Professional 

experience required.  We are seeking some-
one who is a spiritual being with willingness to 
work as part of a team and, to a greater extent, 

a family. Bilingual English-Spanish and/or
established clientele a plus. Please email resume 
with references to hotelcassadaga@gmail.com

355 Cassadaga Road    Cassadaga, FL 

321-386-228-2323
http://cassadagahotel.net

Merritt
Island

Sunday Services 
10:00 am

Listen to our Sunday talks online
www.unitymerrittisland.org 
4725 N. Courtenay Parkway
Merritt Island, Florida 32953
321-452-2625           Email info@unitymerrittisland.org

MINISTER 
Rev. Rose M.  

Whitham
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HOW WOMEN 
PERCEIVE MONEY
AN EXCERPT FROM MONEY, MANIFESTATION & MIRACLES 

Meriflor Toneatto is the author of Money, Manifestation & Miracles. As the CEO and 
founder of Power With Soul, she specializes in helping ambitious women entrepreneurs, 
professionals and leaders reach financial prosperity and success while fulfilling their 
social promise to the world. Her work has been featured internationally in media outlets like Yahoo! Finance, 

Washington Post, International Business Times, Los Angeles Times, and more. Visit her at www.meriflor.co.

When women are empowered with money, they be-
come “difference makers.” They transform not only 
their own lives but also those of their children, their 
families, and their communities at large. 

In the book The Female Brain, neuropsychiatrist Dr. Louann 
Brizendine describes the differences between women’s and 
men’s brains in terms of structure and functionality. The 
female brain, for example, has considerably more connecting 
brain cells than the male brain. This means that women can 
hold more information at once and have a greater ability to 
multitask. Men’s brains, on the other hand, are wired to focus 
on one task at a time. Women’s brains are also more amenable 
to change and thinking about things from different perspec-
tives to incorporate more information. For males, the empha-
sis is on linear thinking, facts, and figures.

Another interesting aspect regarding the female brain is that 
women have a larger capacity for emotion, language, com-
munication, and memory. On average, women are better at 
expressing emotions, forming connections, being emotionally 
sensitive, and remembering details. Women’s thoughts and 
speech are informed by a sense of empathy, cues to body lan-
guage, and intuition. In fact, according to Brizendine, during 
the first three months of life, a baby girl’s skills in making eye 
contact and mutual facial gazing will increase at a rate of over 
400 percent, whereas facial gazing skills in a baby boy will not 
increase at all. 

Baby girls are born already interested in emotional expres-
sions. They take meaning about themselves from a look, a 
touch, and every reaction they receive from the people they 
interact with. Based on the cues they receive, baby girls begin 
to discover their sense of self and whether they are worthy, 
lovable, or bothersome.

So what does this have to do with money? Since they have 
more connecting brain cells than men, women do not see 
money in isolation. Rather, we see it as a part of a web of 
relationships. This means that you are more likely to take your 
strong feelings for others, as well as your relationships, into 
consideration when making money-related decisions. You are 
also likely to take into consideration how you can share what 
you have with others who are less fortunate. 

For women, the motivation to have money is about relation-
ships and how we can use money to express love — by taking 
care of ourselves or our loved ones, or giving money away to 
help others. This is a distinctive quality of the feminine con-
nection to money. 

For men, however, money often signifies power and position 
and can play out in scenes of competition and accumulation. 
Men may use money to establish their stature in society and 
to assert their masculinity and power, as reflected in business-
page stories about deals, acquisitions, and mergers of com-
panies. From my personal experience and my work with other 
women, I would say that the difference between women and 
men in regards to money can be summed up this way: men ask 
for what they want, while women ask for what they think they 
deserve. 

Women have tried to conform to capitalism’s norms by adopt-
ing more masculine behaviors with money, behaviors that ex-
emplify individualism, aggressiveness, and power. An example 
of this kind of behavior is the emphasis on profits alone as the 
primary measure of success, often at the expense of employ-
ees and their well-being. In the process, the feminine values 
of interdependence, connections, and caring have become less 
recognized. 

The truth is that in regards to money, and indeed all other 
things, a balance of both the feminine and masculine is need-
ed, since there are also some challenges with adopting solely 
feminine energy. For example, women’s desire for inclusive-
ness can lead to problems with setting boundaries and having 
appropriate limits. But never fear. The steps put forth in this 
book will help you develop a more harmonious and balanced 
relationship with money and with yourself.

A TURNING POINT

We are at a pivotal juncture in our history where there is 
heightened awareness and support of women’s empowerment, 
particularly with advancing women’s economic empowerment. 
I believe that each of us must be awake to our good. We must 

...continued on page 26...
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Explore the Psychic 
and Spiritual 

Universe with us!
Metaphysical

 speakers, healers, 
teachers, more. 
Psychic fairs. 

$3 fee  SUNDAYS 7 - 8:45pm  

 We meet in the Band 
Room behind the 

Melbourne Auditorium 
at 1924 Melody Lane, 
Melbourne, FL 32901

321-474-7348
Email mabonstar60@gmail.com

www.metaphysicianscircle.com

Your Health Matters To Us!
A Branch of Leaves & Roots
460 N. Ronald Reagan Blvd

Longwood, FL 32750

Alternative Choices Natural, 
Organic Dried Herbs and Spices, 

Essential Oils And More

321-422-0815

...continued to page 28...

NOW OPEN! 
C. Greens Haunted History 

Museum in Cassadaga

Photos and documents on the history of Cassadaga. 
Also Bigfoot, Area 51, The Winchester Mystery house, 
Native Americans, vintage quack medical equipment 

and all kinds of bizarre and macabre displays

Friday 12-6pm    Sat 10-7pm      Sun 12-6pm
www.facebook.com/cgreenshauntedhistoryhouse/

Next door to 
Purple Rose Trading Co.
1079 Stevens Street 
Cassadaga, FL 32706

Rev. Tina, Owner  

(386) 228-3315

14 TRAITS ENERGY VAMPIRES 
FIND MOST ATTRACTIVE

IS YOUR PERSONALITY MAKING YOU A MAGNET?
Christiane Northrup, M.D., is a prolific author, a visionary pioneer and a leading authority in the field of women’s 
health and wellness, including the unity of mind, body, emotions and spirit. Internationally known for her empower-
ing approach to women’s health and wellness, Dr. Northrup teaches women how to thrive at every stage of life. www.
drnorthrup.com

ASSESSING YOUR RELATIONSHIPS

In order to determine if you are in a relationship with an 
energy vampire, you need to know how to correctly assess the 
character of others and yourself. You must recognize and cor-
rectly identify their manipulative tactics. You also need to be 
highly aware of the aspects of your own character that make 
you vulnerable to manipulation because the most powerful 
leverage a vampire has is the character of the victim. Energy 
vampires know how empaths will likely respond to their tac-
tics. So, the more you know yourself and your own vulnerabili-
ties (which may be strengths in all other areas of life except 
with a vampire) the less power energy vampires will have.

In addition to the super traits of conscientiousness, loyalty, 
and the patience of a saint, expert Sandra Brown, M.A. has 
identified a number of character styles that make women more 
vulnerable to manipulation. While Brown’s research and work 
have focused solely on women, these same traits make men 
similarly vulnerable. 

It’s often hard for empaths to accept that there are people 
who aren’t filled with love and light. The truth is, there really 
are predators out there who lack character, empathy, and 
compassion. The sooner you accept this, the safer and happier 
you’ll be. Here's how to:

Identify if you are an empath, and what it means.  
Spot energy vampires before they strike.  

Understand what makes energy vampires tick, and how to 
extricate them from your life.  

Find your inner strength and heal your wounds, shame and 
guilt so that you become invulnerable to energy vampires.  

Overcome years of stress and illness caused by energy-vam-
pire-relationships.
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ALACHUA COUNTY 
(352) GAINESVILLE

(386) HIGH SPRINGS
A ROCK SHOP & MORE
HIGH SPRINGS EMPORIUM               386-454-8657
Gemstone Jewelry 19765 NW US Highway 441 in
 High Springs, FL 32643

BOOKS & GIFTS 
WILD IRIS  WWW.wildirisbooks.com 352- 375-7477
 

HEALTH FOODS
EARTH ORIGINS MARKET      352-331-5224 
EARTH ORIGINS MARKET      352-372-1741

BREVARD (321)

ACUPUNCTURE AND 
LASER LIGHT THERAPY
David Rindge, LAc, DOM, RN       321-751-7001 
1601 Airport Blvd, Suite 1 Melbourne, FL 32901 
CooperativeMedicine.com  HealingLightSeminars.com

AROMATHERAPY, OILS
HERB CORNER  277 N. Babcock Melb 757-7522 

ASTROLOGER
LESLIE MARLAR                         779-0604 
VLMarlar@aol.com      www.lesliemarlar.com

AUTOMOTIVE  REPAIR 
MELLOR’S AUTOMOTIVE   321-956-1997
Visit www.mellorsautomotive.com

BOOKS & GIFTS
ANGELS OASIS Cocoa Village        321-506-1143

AQUARIAN DREAMS   Indialantic  321- 729-9495

BOOKANDBEADOUTLET.COM 950 N. Courtenay 
Pkwy Merritt Island 321.453.2665 50% off bks 

CREATIVE ENERGY                            952-6789
Crystals, Jewelry, Drums, Singing Bowls, Books    
780 West New Haven Ave Melbourne, FL  32901 

RAIN TREE GIFTS             321-345-4970
826 E. New Haven Avenue, Melbourne FL 32901

 ALPHABETICALLY BY COUNTY
Place your ad here for just $5 per line.  20 characters per heading, 44 characters per line
Payment due 10th of the month before • Email and Paypal to HorizonsMagazine@aol.com    

Our Phone Directory...   321-750-3375

BUDDHIST TEMPLE
WAT PUNYAWANARAM 321-255-1465
4490 Aurora Road Melbourne  www.watpun.org

CAFE GLUTEN FREE
THE BALD STRAWBERRY               321-458-5529
1248 Sarno Rd  32935   thebaldstrawberry.com

CHIROPRACTIC
DOCKSIDE CHIROPRACTIC            321-775-3734
Dr. Kevin Poulston BS,DC 1300 Pinetree Drive

VICKI M. MERRICK, DC                 321-952-7004
2060 Palm Bay Rd NE #2, Palm Bay, Fl 32905 

CHURCHES
CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING SPACE COAST 
A Science of Mind Church Melbourne 474.2030  

THE NEW WAY  www.TheNewWay.us  458-7956

SPIRITUALIST CHAPEL OF MELBOURNE 419-6262 

UU Church OF BREVARD  www.uubrevard.us

UNITY OF MELBOURNE 10am Sundays 254-0313
2401 N. Harbor City Blvd Melbourne 32935
www.unityofmelbourne.com 

UNITY OF MERRITT ISLAND             452-2625 
4725 N Courtenay 32953unitymerrittisland.org

UNITY CHURCH ON THE SPACE COAST 
2000 South St in Titusville                 383-0195

CRYSTALS, GEMS ROCKS
YOUR CRYSTAL SHOP       321-615-8927
www.yourcrystalshop.com        Cultural gifts 
2137 N. Courtenay Pkwy Merritt Is, FL 32953

HEALTH FOODS
APPLESEED 1007 Pathfinder Rckldge    631-1444 
NATURE’S MARKET & CAFÉ               254-8688 

NATURE'S HEALTHY HARVEST     321-610-3989
2330 N Wickham Rd, Melbourne, FL 32935

ORGANIC FOOD CTR  Indialantic       724-2383
PINETREE HEALTH                            777-4677 
SUNSEED CO*OP Cape Can  AIA         784-0930
SUNSHINE HEALTH FOODS Titusville  269-4848
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HERBS, OILS & GIFTS
HERB CORNER  277 N. Babcock   321-757-7522 

MAMA JO’S SUNSHINE HERBALS 
1300 Pine Tree Dr.   IHB              321-779-4647

HOME BIRTH SERVICES 
PAM PEACH L.M.        www.Birthingpath.com

MASSAGE THERAPY 
EILEEN A JACOBS, L.M.T.   321-773-0409
Reiki Master/Teacher • MM9571  •  MA 8698

PSYCHIC READERS
ANDREA de MICHAELIS                321-750-3375
Clairvoyant, honest, accurate, illuminating    

REV. KATHRYN FLANAGAN            321-458-7956 
         Spiritual Advisor * Teacher* Tarot 
          Reiki * Weddings* Public Notary

MORGANA STARR                        321-506-1143

SPIRITUAL AWAKENING
ANDREA de MICHAELIS      321-750-3375
Why does this keep happening to me?
Working thru it    horizonsmagazine@aol.com 

YOGA 
SUNDARI YOGA STUDIO      321-613-5999
46 North Brevard Ave Cocoa Beach, FL
http://sundariyogastudio.com/

THEE HOUSE OF YOGA   Classes   321-726-9642
412 5th Ave, Indialantic, FL 32903
 

YOGA, MEDITATION
YOGA SHAKTI MISSION                321-725-4024
3895 Hield Rd in Palm Bay        yogashakti.org

ZEN MEDITATION 
OPEN MIND ZEN   openmindzen.com  427-3511
Al Rapaport/Sensei•Breathwork•Zen Dialogue
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HEALTH FOOD STORES
EARTH ORIGINS MARKET          239-434-7221 
FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE         353-7778 
FOOD & THOUGHT MKT CAFE         213-2222 
NATURE’S GARDEN                          643-4959
SUN SPLASH Market & Cafe               434-7721  
SUNSHINE Discount Vitamin      941-598-5393

DUVAL (904) 

JACKSONVILLE
BOOKS & GIFTS
EARTH GIFTS   www.earthgifts.com  389-3690
Wed - Sunday 10am - 6pm Closed Mon & Tues

SPIRITUAL UPLIFTS            904-571-2586 
2186 Park Ave, Unit 102 Orange Park
  

CHURCHES
COSMIC CHURCH OF TRUTH          904-384-7268 

UNITY CHURCH FOR CREATIVE LIVING  in Jax
www.unityinjax.com/                     904-287-1505

UNITY OF JACKSONVILLE BEACH   904-246-1300 
1079 Atlantic Blvd, Atlantic Beach, FL 32233
www.unityofjacksonvillebeach.com

RECONNECTIVE HEALING
www.healingenergybyted.com   904-613-7608

ESCAMBIA (850)

PENSACOLA
CHURCHES 
UNITY OF PENSACOLA                  850-438-2277 
716 N.  9th Ave.  www.unitypns.com

HIGHLANDS (863) 

SEBRING
CHURCH, CLASSES
UNITY LIFE ENRICHMENT CENTRE 863-471-1122
10417 S. Orange Blossom Blvd, Sebring 33875
http://www.unityofsebring.org

HILLSBOROUGH (813) 

TAMPA, LUTZ
BOOKS, GIFTS, READINGS
MYSTIKAL SCENTS       813-986-3212

GAIA SPIRITUAL DOORWAYS        813-943-3666
26300 Wesley Chapel Blvd, Lutz Florida 33559
http://www.gaiaspiritualdoorways.com/

INDIAN RIVER (772)
VERO,  SEBASTIAN

ACUPUNCTURE
COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE          772-766-4418
ACUPUNCTUREVEROBEACH.COM   772-770-6184

ASTROLOGER
RENEE PARSONS                           772-492-9464
reneedoveparsons@gmail.com 

BOOKS & GIFTS
INSPIRED HEART  Old Dixie Hwy  772-696-1910
SPARK OF DIVINE                        772-257-6499

CHURCHES
UNITY OF VERO BEACH     772- 562-1133
950 43rd Ave 32960        www.unityofvero.org

HEALING CENTER
TRUE BALANCE ENERGY CENTER
8800 FL-5 (US-1) Sebastian, FL 32958
http://truebalanceenergycenter.com
772-559-0866    makaliocean@gmail.com

READINGS, CLASSES
INTO THE MYSTIC 1614 US Hwy 1 Sebastian
Psychic Medium Marchelle      772-480-4344

LAKE COUNTY 
BOOKS & GIFTS
CRYSTAL CLOSET (407) 878-2700
121 N Highland St Mount Dora, FL
www.thecrystalcloset.com

LEE COUNTY (239) 
FT. MYERS

BOOKS & GIFTS
THE MYSTICAL MOON                 239-939-3339
8890 Salrose Lane in Fort Myers 33912 
www.themysticalmoon.com   

THE MYSTICAL MOON                 239-301-0655
8951 SE Bonita Beach Rd Bonita Springs 34135

THE LABYRINTH        239-939-2769
12995 S.  Cleveland Avenue #108

CHURCHES
UNITY OF FT. MYERS                 239-278-1511
www.unityoffortmyers.org

LEON CTY (850) 

TALLAHASSEE
BOOKS & GIFTS
CRYSTAL CONNECTION                     878-8500
1233 Apalachee Parkway in Tallahassee

BROWARD (954)
FT.  LAUDERDALE

BOOKS & GIFTS
ANGEL HAVEN   Las Olas Blvd Ft Laud   522-4720

CRYSTAL VISION 3160 Stirling Rd          981-4992 
 
DIVINE LOVE INSTITUTE             954-920-0050
Hollywood, FL     www.divineloveinstitute.org
Gifts, Free Reiki Circle, Life Coaching, Akashic 
Record Certification, Angel Workshops, Magni-
fied Healing and IET Certification  

NATURE’S EMPORIUM             755-2223 

NEW AGE BOOKS & THINGS                   771-0026 
4401 N.  Federal Hwy Fort Lauderdale

SPIRITUAL JOURNEY      954-752-2329
7420 Wiles Road Coral Springs, FL 33067
http://spiritualjourneyweb.com

CHURCHES
CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING       954-566-2868
UNITY GATEWAY CHURCH               954-938-5222 
UNITY CHURCH OF HOLLYWOOD     954-548-9320 

HEALTH FOODS
HEALTH FOODS PLUS    Hollywood   954-989-3313 

WHOLE FOODS MARKET 
810 University Drive Coral Springs        753-8000 
7220 Peters Road in Plantation             236-0600 
2000 N.  Federal Hwy Ft.  Laud            565-5655 

WILD OATS MARKETPLACE                    566-9333 
2501 East Sunrise Blvd in Ft.  Laud 

HOLISTIC CENTER
THE BANYAN HOUSE            954-683-0822
323 SW 1st Ave, Dania Beach, FL 33004
Find us on Facebook

PSYCHIC READERS
JANICE SCOTT-REEDER              954-698-6926
Tarotist and Astrologer, e/snail mail readings.
In person readings at the Cosmic Salamander
http://cosmicsalamander.com

COLLIER COUNTY 

(239)  NAPLES
BOOKS & GIFTS
SACRED SPACE                            239-390-2522

CHURCHES
UNITY OF NAPLES   Books, gifts         775-3009 
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STONE AGE Tallahassee Mall            383-0233 
 

HEALTH FOOD STORES
HONEYTREE 1616 N.  Monroe St           681-2000
NEW LEAF MARKET                            942-2557
 

MARION COUNTY
(352) OCALA

BOOKS & GIFTS
CROW’S CROSSROADS SHOPPE        352-235-0558

FAIRY DUST CRYSTALS AND SUCH  352-693-4592  
11781 SE HWY 441, Belleview, FL 34420 
Crystals, books, tarot, jewelry, candles, oils
www.fairydustcrystals.com

SOUL ESSENTIALS   Ocala      352-236-7000
Crystals, rocks, gems, unique gifts, healing gifts
828 E Fort King St       jensoul@embarqmail.com
http://soulessentialsofocala.com/

CHURCHES
UNITY OF OCALA 101 Cedar Road    352-687-2113 

HEALTH FOOD STORES
EARTH ORIGINS MARKET              352-351-5224

OCALA GHOST WALKS 
www.ocalaghostwalks.com             352-690-7933

MARTIN CTY (772)

FT. PIERCE/STUART 
BOOKS, GIFTS, READINGS
PSYCHIC & THE GENIE              772.402.5441
Stuart   Crystals/Incence/Salt lamps/Psychic

HEALTH FOODS/CAFE
PEGGY’S   5839 SE Federal Hwy           286-1401

SPIRITUAL CENTERS
UNITY OF FORT PIERCE                    461-2272
3414 Sunrise  oneness@unityoffortpierce.com

MONROE (305) 

KEYS, KEY WEST 
AROMATHERAPY & HERBS
BLUE MOON HERBALS, AROMATICS  305-587-8303
www.bluemoonherbals.com
30150 Overseas Hwy  Big Pine Key, FL 33043

HEALTHFOOD/JUICE BAR
GOOD FOOD CONSPIRACY            305-872-3945 
US 1, Mile Marker 30 on Big Pine Key 
http://www.goodfoodconspiracy.com/

HELP YOURSELF FOODS       305-296-7766
829 Fleming Street in Key West, FL 33040
http://www.helpyourselffoods.com/

NEW AGE BOOKS,  GIFTS
BLUE MOON TRADER                     872-8864 

OKALOOSA (850) 

FT.  WALTON BCH
CHURCHES
UNITY CHURCH  FWB         864-1232
 

HEALTH FOOD STORES
FEELIN’ GOOD!       Hwy 98 Destin      654-1005
 GOLDEN ALMOND        FWB            863-5811

ORANGE COUNTY 

(407) ORLANDO
APOTHECARY
GYPSY APOTHECARY HERB SHOPPE  407-745-5805
3540 South Orange Ave, Orlando, Fl, 32806

BOOKS & GIFTS
AVALON          Hillcrest St in Orlando 895-7439
CRYSTAL CLOSET  Mount Dora           878-2700
SPIRAL CIRCLE   750 Thornton Orlando 894-9854

BUDDHIST CENTER
VAJRAPANI KADAMPA CENTER     407-896-3998
813 Montana 32803  meditationinorlando.org

HERBS, GIFTS 
LEAVES & ROOTS                      407- 823-8840 
9476 E.  Colonial Drive in Orlando 

BRANCH OF LEAVES & ROOTS      321-422-0815
460 N. Ronald Reagan Blvd, Longwood 32750 

MEDITATION CLASSES 
FREE     www.bkwsu.org    Call 407-493-1931 

PALM BEACH (561)
BOOKS & GIFTS
EXPEDITO ENLIGHTENMENT CTR     561-682-0955
CRYSTAL CREATIONS                             649-9909
SHINING THROUGH                             276-8559
DREAM ANGELS        561-745-9355
SPIRITUAL AWAKENINGS   Lk Worth  561-642-3255

CRYSTAL GARDEN                           369-2836 
2610 N.  Federal Hwy Boynton Beach 

CHURCH / CLASSES
UNITY OF THE PALM BEACHES         561-833-6483

UNITED METAPHYSICAL CHURCH    561- 686-0217
OF THE PALM BEACHES    unitedmetaphysical.org                               
917 North Dixie Highway Lake Worth 33460

HEALTH FOOD/CAFES
NUTRITION S’MART                      561-694-0644
4155 Northlake Blvd PBG   nutritionsmart.com

HEALTH INSTITUTE
HIPPOCRATES HEALTH                 561-471-8876
http://hippocratesinstitute.org       WPB 33411

PINELLAS (727)
ST PETE, CLRWATER

BOOKS & GIFTS
MYSTIC GODDESS       Largo            727-530-9994 

CHURCHES 
UNITY OF CLEARWATER       727-531-5259

PEOPLE’S SPIRITUALIST CH             727-823-5506

THE TEMPLE OF SPIRITUAL AWARENESS  709-3909 
www.templeofspirituala.wix.com/spiritual-
awareness Find us on Facebook

HEALTH FOOD STORES
EARTH ORIGINS MARKET   St.Pete   727-347-5682
EARTH ORIGINS MKT   Palm Harbor 352-786-1231

SARASOTA (941)
BOOKS & GIFTS
ELYSIAN FIELDS    Midtown Plaza   941-361-3006 

HEALTH FOOD STORES
EARTH ORIGINS MARKET 365-3700 and 924-4754

SEMINOLE (407) 

SANFORD, LAKE MARY
CHURCH, BOOKS, GIFTS 
UNITY CHURCH OF CHRISTIANITY
4801 Clarcona Ocoee Rd ORL          407-294-7171

GIFTS, CONSULATIONS 
LUNASOL ESOTERICA   Sanford    321-363-4883

ST. JOHN'S  (904) 

ST AUGUSTINE
BOOKS & GIFTS
THE PURPLE LOTUS          904-295-8876
106 St George Street, St Augustine, FL32084
www.thepurplelotusshop.com

PSYCHIC MEDIUM
JACKIE RONCO  www.jackiethemedium.com

SUWANNEE (386) 

LIVE OAK, WELLBORN
BOOKS AND GIFTS
KORNUCOPIA   386-963-4898
12093 CR 137 in Wellborn, FL 32094 
Tues thru Fri 10am - 5pm, Sat 10am - 3pm   
Antiques Candles Sage Incense Tarot Jewelry
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UNITY CHURCHES 
IN FLA

Atlantic Beach  904-246-1300 
Bonita Springs      239-941-3100 
Bradenton    941-758-6489  
Brandon    813-727-4431
Clearwater   727-531-0992
UnityNow    727-524-0600
Daytona Beach   386-253-4201
Delray Beach   561-276-5796
Dunedin        727-734-0635  
Ft Laud Metaphysical Chapel  754-300-1428
Fort Myers    239-278-1511
Fort Pierce    772-461-2272
Gainesville     352-373-1030 
Gulf Breeze   850-932-3076
Hollywood    954-922-5521
Jacksonville  904-287-1505   
Jacksonville  904-355-5100
Jacksonville Beach  904-246-1300
Lakeland      863-646-5314
Lecanto       352-746-1270  
Leesburg       352-787-0834
Melbourne       321-254-0313  
Mount Dora       352-483-5683
Naples        239-775-3009   
New Smyrna Beach   386-481-0890
Northport/Pt Charlotte  941-423-8171
Ocala         352-687-2113
Orlando      407-294-7171  
Orlando   407-852-3940
Oviedo      321-206-5148
Palm Harbor     727-784-7911  
Pensacola             850-438-2277
Plant City         813-659-2624
Poinciana       863-427-4276
Port Richey     727-848-7702
Port St. Lucie     772-878-9819
St. Petersburg      727-344-1515   
St. Petersburgn    727-898-2457
St. Petersburg     727-527-2222
Sarasota        727-848-7702 
Sebring       863-471-1122
Sun City        813-298-7745 
Tampa          727-531-1836
Tampa     813-870-0731
Tampa     813-882-0440
Titusville    321-383-0195
Venice       941-484-5342
Vero Beach     772-562-1133
West Palm Beach   561-721-1267
West Palm Beach   561-833-6483

VOLUSIA (386) 
DAYTONA, DELAND, NSB

ASTROLOGER & PSYCHIC
THE WITCHES BREW         Daytona Flea Market
MELODY        Friday thru Sunday  9am - 4pm 
Also facebook.com/thewitchesbrew2014

BOOKS AND GIFTS
CASSADAGA CAMP BOOKSTORE       386-228-2880
MY CAULDRON       386-624-7000

CHURCHES 
CASSADAGA SPIRITUALIST CHURCH 386-228-3171

COMMUNITY UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST dbcuuc.org

UNITY COMMUNITY CHURCH  NSB   386-481-0890

CRYSTALS AND GEMS
TIMELESS TREASURES                  386 252-3733
Daytona Flea Market • Corner Shops CS 75&76 

HERBS AND GIFTS
SPICE OF LIFE HERBS                386-734-0035 
214 W. Beresford Avenue, Deland
Open Wed 11-6pm, Thurs, Fri, Sat 11-5pm  www.
spiceoflifeherbs.net

HAUNTED MUSEUM
C. GREEN'S HAUNTED HISTORY MUSEUM 228-3315
Next to Purple Rose 1079 Stevens Street 32706

PSYCHICS GEMS ROCKS
PURPLE ROSE  in Cassadaga          386-228-3315
1079 Stevens Street 32706

THE WITCHES BREW         Daytona Flea Market
Friday thru Sunday  9am - 4pm Metaphysical 
and spiritual supplies, crystals, gifts, books 
www.the-witches-brew.myshopify.com/
Also facebook.com/thewitchesbrew2014

KNOXVILLE, TN
READINGS AND REIKI
THERESA RICHARDSON                   865-705-2525
Original co-founder of Horizons Magazine
Clairvoyant Intuitive Readings, Channeled 
Readings, Angel Readings, Tarot Readings. 
Readings are available by phone or in person. 
Email info@theresarichardson.com 
Visit www.theresarichardson.com

We Help People 
Get Well 

And Stay Well!
Our goal: rapid, effective, 

affordable treatment 
• Acupuncture
• Laser Needle Acupuncture
• Laser Therapy 
• Pulsed Electromagnetic 
   Field Therapy (PEMF)

David Rindge, LAc, DOM, RN 
Center for Cooperative Medicine
Healing Light Seminars
1601 Airport Blvd, Suite 1 
Melbourne, FL 32901 
321-751-7001
www.CooperativeMedicine.com
www.HealingLightSeminars.com

David Rindge, 
LAc, DOM, RN 

We specialize in 
modern, cutting 
edge therapies 

shown to heal a 
broad range of 

health conditions 
because of 
the science 

supporting them 
and because 

of the clinical 
results and lack 
of problems we 

have seen over many years. Pain
Sports Medicine
Urology / Prostate
Digestive Disorders 
Hair Loss – Alopecia
Respiratory Disorders
Cardiovascular Disease
Neuropathy / Nerve Pain
Bone Healing – Osteoporosis
Female / Gynecology / Fertility
Skin -- Acne, Dermatitis, Psoriasis
Hearing Loss, Meniere’s, Tinnitus
CNS Disorders – MS, Parkinson’s, Spinal Cord 
Injury

If you have been 
told that you or 
a loved one will 
just have to live 
with pain or that 
your health or 
that a specific 
condition cannot 
be improved, 
think again! 
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...continued from page 8 ...continued from page 20

Every time you ponder the question “How do I get rid of 
this?” or “How can I overcome that?” you add energy to 
sustaining the unwanted state. As you devote more and 
more attention to its existence, you further validate its 
reality. You continue to view the state you’re attempting 
to overcome as a linear, predictable “problem.” Not a lot 
of options in that teensy box. 

Here’s what I’ve learned from quantum physics. Despite 
how it looks, we humans are, at our core, nothing but pat-
terns of light and energy. We are entangled with all other 
beings on the planet, forever linked with the indivisible 
“Field of Potentiality,” or to use Luke Skywalker’s ver-
nacular, “The Force.” 

By continuing to ask the same boring questions and resid-
ing in the same uncomfortable little shoebox, we block 
the flow and full expression of the FP’s power. The Force, 
to borrow from Luke one more time, can’t “be with us.”

So my intention is to ask bigger questions, to think bigger 
thoughts. “What if?” is always a good start. 

What if our politicians could see eye-to-eye, to join forces 
for true and lasting change?

What if every child on the planet had a hot meal before 
they went to bed tonight?

What if every family had a roof over their head?
What can I do today that makes me dance with joy?
How can I grow into the loving, wise, inspiring person I am 
meant to be?
What marvelous thing might I create today?

Anything is possible, but we have to imagine it first. The 
more big questions we ask—the more we dare to say, 
“What would it look like if…?”—the bigger our lives will 
become. Putting your attention on something calls it into 
existence. We can literally reshape and redesign our lives 
by asking bigger questions.

ONLY 
2 WAYS
TO ROLL

be ready to seize the opportunity when presented. 

On an individual level, we can take action to fully 
stand in our power and own our worth. Women can 
also collectively seize the moment and leverage this 
wave of support to make significant contributions to 
creating a global sustainable future. And the key way 
to do so is to embrace our feminine connection to 
money. 

Embodying the feminine connection to money can 
include the following:

• Embracing the natural connection between women, 
generosity, and using money as an expression of love 
and a way to help others

• Recognizing and promoting the potential of money 
to create a ripple effect to uplift humanity and the 
planet

• Nurturing the connection of money to love, compas-
sion, meaning, and cooperation, which can lead to 
personal and collective empowerment — a win-win 
for all

• Leveraging money as a powerful force for good — 
generating greater peace, harmony, and healing in 
the world

By embracing the feminine connection to money as 
a source of strength, we can simultaneously equate 
women with wealth, empowerment, and success. 

Excerpted from the book Money, Manifestation & Miracles. 
Copyright ©2018 by Meriflor Toneatto. Printed with permis-
sion from New World Library — www.newworldlibrary.com.

HOW 
WOMEN 
PERCEIVE 
MONEY

Faced with inevitable change, the choice was mine. I would fight until my spirit was weary 
or I could release all resistance and create something new in my changed world. 

— Dean Jackson
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...continued from page 16...

   

YOGA 
CLASSES  

7-8pm
$7 Per Class or

$25/month unlimited 

Monday thru Thursday

YOGA SHAKTI MISSION 
3895 Hield Rd NW Palm Bay 32907

yogashaktipalmbay@gmail.com   
321-725-4024   

Visit www.yogashakti.org  

First Saturday 
at noon 

VEGETARIAN 
LUNCHEON  
$10  donation 
(children free) 

YOGA SHAKTI 
MISSION

Ma Yoga Shakti

Sunshine Lectures  
Sundays 9 - 10am

Talks on Spiritual Topics 

HOW TO CONNECT 
WITH YOUR 
GUARDIAN 

ANGEL

ian angel is always helping you to meet the right person, or see 
the advertisement for that special job, in order to bring you 
the opportunity you need. When something lucky or fortuitous 
happens, remember to thank your guardian angel.

When you are ready to move forwards on your ascension path, 
it is your guardian angel who helps you to accelerate your 
progress.

HOW TO CONNECT WITH YOUR 
GUARDIAN ANGEL

Angels work on a golden vibration of peace and wisdom. To 
connect with your guardian angel, imagine the colour gold sur-
rounding your aura. Visualize your outbreath becoming golden 
and forming a ball of light around you, enabling you to feel 
calm and peaceful. Mentally ask your guardian angel to touch 
you and trust that it is doing so.

You now have the opportunity to ask your guardian angel for 
guidance, share something with it, or ask it to speak to some-
one else’s angel on your behalf. You may simply want to relax 
into the feeling of being embraced by your guardian angel.

HOW TO LISTEN TO YOUR 
GUARDIAN ANGEL

Your guardian angel is always trying to communicate with you, 
but you cannot receive its messages if your mind is too busy 
or negative, so take a moment to focus on something happy, 
beautiful, or loving. Then, take a deep breath. As you slowly 
release it, say, ‘Calm and centered’. Repeat this as many times 
as you feel you need to. If you practice regularly, you will soon 
find you only need to say this once for your mind to become 
receptive to anything your guardian angel wants to drop in. 

This exercise is a very quick way of preparing yourself to lis-
ten, and can be practiced anywhere and at any time.

THE JOURNEY TO ASCENSION

Ascension is about raising your vibration so that you live in the 
fifth dimension. This is the frequency at which you feel belong-
ing, love, happiness, and deep contentment, and can also 
connect with the angelic realms. When you ascend you’ll auto-
matically help others to do so too. I started my own ascension 
journey through meeting my guardian angel and I hope that, 
through communicating and working with your own guardian 
angel, you are inspired to raise your vibration and open your-
self up to communing with many other angelic beings including 
archangels, dragons, unicorns, and ascended masters. These 
powerful beings will aid you on your ascension journey, help 
you see the world from a higher perspective, and fulfill your 
highest spiritual potential.  

Haunted History Museum
Photos and documents, bizarre and macabre displays

www.facebook.com/cgreenshauntedhistoryhouse
Next door to 
Purple Rose Trading Co.
1079 Stevens Street 
Cassadaga, FL 32706

Rev. Tina, Owner  
(386) 228-3315
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...continued from page 21...

SELF-ASSESSMENT - HOW MANY OF
THESE APPLY TO YOU?

1.Extroversion and excitement seeking: Do you find that you 
often get into relationships with people who are extroverted 
and exciting? Does the idea of being in a “comfortable” rela-
tionship seem boring to you?

2. Relationship investment: Do you give great emotional, 
spiritual, physical, and financial investments to all your rela-
tionships—not just your intimate ones? Do you often feel as if 
you are giving 80 percent while the other people give only 20 
percent?

3.  Attachment: Do you have the capacity for deep emotional 
bonds? Do you form powerful bonds with people quickly? Do 
you form bonds that make you feel beholden or desirous to do 
anything asked by the other people in your relationships?

4. Competitiveness: Are you unlikely to run out on relation-
ships? Do you stand your ground and fight for relationships to 
continue? (Keep in mind, we’re not talking about codepen-
dence here.)

5. Low harm avoidance: Do you assume that you will not get 
hurt? Do you see others as you see yourself and assume that 
they feel the same way?

6. Cooperation: Are you the can-do person who rolls up your 
sleeves enthusiastically when there’s a task to be done? With 
humor and enthusiasm? Are you apt to volunteer to help out? 
Do you tend to uplift every group you’re in?

Leaves 

407-823-8840 
M-F 10-7 
Sat 10-5
Sun 12-5

Email leavesandroots@leavesandroots.com

www.leavesandroots.com
Over 300 herbs & spices in stock

Over 100 Top Quality  
Essential & Fragrance Oils

Herbs & Herb Blends in capsules
Aromatherapy supplies

Herbal research 
Herbal extracts
Incense, Soaps

Body Care
Books

9476 E.  Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32817

& Roots

14 TRAITS ENERGY 
VAMPIRES FIND 

MOST ATTRACTIVE

7. Hyperempathy: Can you literally feel the feelings of others? 
Do you cry easily at movies, sad books, Hallmark television 
ads? Do you work in the healing professions?

8. Responsibility and resourcefulness: Are you the go-to 
person in your family or at work? The one who holds the “tribal 
memory” of the place—the person who remembers where the 
old contracts are kept and what the minutes of the meeting 
from two years ago said? Do you often end up in leadership 
roles at work or at home?

9. Self-directed: Are you a self-starter who works well without 
supervision? Are you highly motivated to learn new things, 
figure systems out, and solve problems?

10. Overachieving: Have you ever been called an overachiev-
er? Do you find that you usually work harder than others and 
have a hard time resting and taking care of yourself? Psycholo-
gist Dr. George Simon, Jr., has also identified similar qualities 
that can become vulnerabilities in people at risk for manipula-
tion:

11. Naïveté: Do you simply believe that people can’t possibly 
be as cunning, devious, and evil as your gut tells you they are? 
Do you assume that everyone is working toward the good of 
others?

12. Conscientiousness: Are you harder on yourself than any-
one else? Do you give the manipulator the benefit of the doubt 
when he hurts you? Are you too willing to blame yourself when 
the vampire goes on the attack?

13. Low self-esteem and low self-confidence: Do you doubt 
that your needs and desires are legitimate? Do you have what 
it takes to face conflicts directly and effectively? Do you back 
down at the first sign of conflict and concede to the other? Are 
you easily manipulated by guilt and shame?

14. Intellectualization: Do you always try to understand and 
explain the behavior of others rationally and logically? And 
make the mistake of believing that there must be a reason why 
the manipulator is acting like he is? Do you get so wrapped up 
in trying to understand others’ points of view that you forget 
yourself? Do you have trouble accepting the fact that there are 
people in this world who fight too much and fight underhand-
edly just to get what they want?

LOOK AT YOURSELF

Take a bit of time right now to think about the people in your 
life and your own character. Go down the list and ask your-
self if you can relate to any of the characteristics mentioned 
above. Answer the questions above as honestly as you can.

THE REMEDY: You need to be aware of the aspects of 
your own character that make you vulnerable to manipula-
tion. Energy vampires know how you will likely respond, so 
the more you know yourself and your own vulnerabilities 
(which may be strengths in all other areas of life except 
with a vampire) the less power energy vampires will have.
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A favorite thing of mine to do is help friends identify things 
that may be holding them back, and encourage them in 
their personal visions. I know how crucial it is to have 
someone care about the process. 

Often I’ve not had anyone to care about my process and at 
those times I learned to cheerlead myself on. I learned to 
ask myself, “what would I do and say if I were my own 
best friend involved in a new project?” Then the answer 
becomes clear and the thought activates the helpful self 
talk of my inner cheerleader.

My inner cheerleader knows what to say to keep me mo-
tivated. She reminds me of what I already know. She re-
minds me that I’m doing the work I love with people I en-
joy. She reminds me that every step along the way is part 
of my mission and grist for the mill. She reminds me that 
my income does not come from whomever I sell my stuff 
to, my income pours out of who I am and what I pour out 
onto others, and what I allow them to pour onto me. She 
reminds me of what’s real and what really matters. 

My inner cheerleader knows that the way to happiness is 
through training myself to think thoughts that bring me joy 
and give me hope. 

The way to think thoughts that bring me joy and give me 
hope is to look for the good in every person and situation 
I encounter, to look for things to appreciate in each Now 
moment. 

The way to have hope is to bring to mind all the good 
times and know they can be again. To cheerlead myself on 
to it with my self talk and internal dialog until I believe it 
and expect it. That’s how I attract my happy and purpose-
ful life. No secret. It just takes practice.

You have to learn to do it on your own, to motivate your-
self to stay focused on your goals, focused on what’s going 
right in your world. That’s the answer. That’s the secret. 
Focus on what’s going right in your world and then follow 
that as it expands into a satisfying, meaningful life for 
you.

WANT TO LEARN SOME REAL MAGIC? 

Despite anything going on anywhere in the world, you have 
the ability to attract what you need. If you are to pull 
yourself out of a bad situation, you must begin to spend 
less time thinking and talking about what's wrong. You are 
only stuck in that place because of your choice of focus. As 
hopeless as any situation feels, it‘s really 
only your thoughts and focus that you’re 
dealing with. And you have the power 
to change those. A more helpful thought 
might be: "My life is getting better. Good 
things are on the way. Miracles happen 
all the time.” Then look for evidence of 
it, everywhere and watch the magic 
unfold. Enjoy our offering this month. 
Hari Om. Andrea
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“I want to look back on my life and be giddy with 
joy that I was the one who got to live it.” 

This month’s thoughts 
about things...

... from page 7 ..

SPEAKING OF USING WHATEVER LIGHT IS AVAILABLE
Last week I was making my bank deposits online. I love the ease 
of that. When it’s working. But I figured out what my problem 
was. Even tho it looked to me as tho there was plenty of light in 
the room to scan the checks, they would not scan. I stepped out 
onto the back porch and tried again. They scanned just fine in 
the natural light. The camera had a more sensitive eye than I did 
and knew I NEEDED MORE LIGHT TO CORRECTLY SEE THE SITU-
ATION. Photography 101: The more available light, the more 
details come in to view.

I think back to all the times I thought I’d seen someone or some 
situation clearly and later found I was mistaken. I’d seen it 
only in a half light, or with insufficient info to give relativity or 
meaning to what I was seeing. 

Kind of like if you sent 3 intelligent persons up into space. They 
all saw the same thing and report back. A 12 year old student 
would have a different vocabulary for what he saw than would a 
seasoned astronaut of 40 years. An accountant would also have 
a different understanding of what he saw and different vocabu-
lary for explaining it. All 3 would be truthful about their experi-
ence, but the astronaut –- by virtue of his extensive experience 
-- would have more light on the topic and thus could explain it 
more fully than the 12 year old or the accountant.

I once believed a friend’s story of what someone else did to her. 
I supported my friend in boycotting this person. Years later my 
friend confided she’d not told me the truth. She left out the 
half of the story where she herself was at fault. I saw it only in 
half light and made poor choices based on it. 

In half light there are a lot of shadows and shadows are where 
we fill in the blanks of things unseen and words unspoken.  A 
reminder to myself to always ask, “Am I seeing this in the right 
light?”

In the half light is also where we fail to see the dark corners 
that hold baggage we no longer need for this part of our journey. 
Turning on the light illuminates everything so I can choose what 
delights me and what I’m ready to discard.

WHAT ELSE AM I READY TO DROP FROM MY LIFE?
My notary commission comes up for renewal this year and for 
the first time since I was 20 years old I'm not going to renew it. 
When I worked for attorneys, they always had us become nota-
ries. After that, I did legal document preparation on my own, 
but haven't done that in years. More streamlining, asking myself 
what am I doing that I actually want to continue doing? Not 
just because I'm used to doing it like when I had a landline and 
cable TV for fully 6 years longer than I needed to.
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Aries – (March 20 – April 18) There are so many changes this 
month, and your sign sits at a pivotal place in the planetary 
lineup. Many of the changes are external, but with Chiron now 
in your sign, it’s a critical time to step into your own power as 
a healer and even an agent for change. And, it’s time to share 
your wisdom. Your words are important and will even have a 
life altering impact on someone this month. 

Taurus – (April 19 – May 19) As a fixed earth sign, you bear the 
agony of the energetic shift that is prevalent today. It’s been 
a long haul. May is your special month, Taurus, so take time to 
love yourself in every way. Eat exquisitely, love with abandon, 
and get out in nature every single day. It’s time to be sleek 
and shining, but this is not about your weight. You are in 
training to fit your new, improved self into a rejuvenated body. 

Gemini – (May 20 – June 20) Being an air sign, yours is one of 
logic and info. But things are different now, especially on May 
13th when Mercury lights a match as he joins Uranus in Aries. 
Maturity and wisdom are keynotes here. The quest for you is 
to align with your heart’s desire; to do what you need to do 
and to be who you want to be. Do it, because your answer to 
this call ultimately brings you a long, happy, and satisfied life. 

Cancer – (June 21 – July 21) Venus enters your sign on May 19 
and until then she serves to lift you up through support from 
others. Accept all of Venus’s gifts and breathe in all of the 
goodness that life has to offer. You will be put increasingly in 
the public eye, so you may want to look your best every time 
you step out of the house. People are noticing you; they’re 
interested, and they need to hear what you have to say. 

Leo – (July 22 – August 22) With the karmic North Node 
in your sign, this has been your time for 
reflection and soul searching. Don’t feel 
these days have been for naught. It is shining 
a light on your soul and gives you guidance 
on how to fulfill your life’s mission. There 
IS Light at the end of the tunnel. Your new 
assignment is coming soon; use this time 
to gain knowledge by attending workshops, 
classes, and expanding your world view. 

Virgo – (August 23 – September 21) Mercury, 
your ruling planet is moving fast now, 
and this can leave you feeling like you’re 
spinning. Allow extra time on May 7th when 
Mercury butts heads with Pluto, and then 
again on the 13th when he is supercharged 
by a conjunction with Uranus. Both aspects 
have a positive quality of illumination, but 
the secret is to not get overwhelmed by the 
Light. Shine bright, Virgo; just don’t burn 
out. 
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Cusp dates are accurate for 2018. Sometimes the actual date the sun 
enters the sign varies by a day or so because of a leap year, or, even 
the time of day. I assure you these cusp dates are correct for 2018.

Libra – (September 22 – October 22) May initiates a 
Quickening for you; a time when you feel a new pulse of life 
stirring within your body. You may not be completely free yet 
to follow this spirit, but the message has been delivered. Time 
is now accelerating so take care to remain on the bright side 
of uncertainty.  When in doubt, go into your inner temple of 
healing. With Chiron now in Aries, it appears to be about your 
partner, but it’s really about YOU. 

Scorpio – (October 23 – November 21) Freedom is a longing 
that’s hardwired into your DNA, the irony is you must make 
deep commitments in order to get what you want. Don’t let 
your desire for freedom keep you from moving into fulfillment 
of your true life’s purpose. Your dark and Light sides are both 
active now, so just understand that it’s really all for ONE goal 
which is to evolve and grow ever more deeply into love. 

Sagittarius – (November 22– December 20) The intense 
pressure you felt last month will be even more relieved when 
Mars moves into Aquarius on May 16th. The secret now is 
to hold onto the gains you made by working overtime. Day 
by day you express your authenticity and shed the confines 
of mundane authority. Your next assignment will be that of 
Mastery – becoming the best you can be as you align with your 
talents and gifts.  

Capricorn – (December 21 – January 18) It’s time for some 
soul searching and then to think outside the box because 
doing the same old things is just not working anymore. It’s OK 
Capricorn! When Uranus enters Taurus on May 15th your fifth 
house of fun, play, and childlike pleasure becomes activated. 
You’ve got to open that Pandora’s treasure now and fulfill your 
desires. Surrender, because you are also being healed on the 

deepest level. 

Aquarius – (January 19 – February 17) Old friends 
show up when you least expect it, Aquarius. These 
connections from the past are asking for resolution, 
and ultimately freedom. Get real about how you 
feel, and how you’ve handled these emotions. It’s 
time to move on; totally clear of anything that 
happened in the past. The Universe is promising a 
re-birth as Uranus moves into Taurus, but you are 
also your own midwife now. 

Pisces – (February 18 – March 19) You have been 
granted access to a Cosmic information vault that 
holds both practical and esoteric information. All 
information is beneficial, but you must choose 
where you want to direct your focus. With this 
access to the ancient wisdom, do not give this 
gift away to energy stealers such as unfulfilling 
relationships or alcohol. Hold on to the pearls given 
to you by Spirit and turn them into gold. 



ABOUT THE ARTIST
Holly Sierra’s illustrations speak of that which is visually 
enchanting with particular attention to decorative, mysti-
cal, historical and multicultural themes. Holly Sierra now 
makes her home in colorful Sedona, Arizona and finds the 
area very inspirational to her new work.  Starts with scen-
ery that makes your heart leap...Sedona is nestled amidst a 
geological wonderland.  

Multi-hued stone formations rise 
upwards from the high desert floor cre-
ating a vivid, mesmerizing setting that 
changes hourly with the light. Regard-
ed by Native Americans as sacred, Se-
dona continues to be recognized as a 
place of healing and spiritual renewal. 
Many come to experience the vortex 
energy centers, others to explore the 
art galleries and healing centers. 

Holly is often found hiking or four 
wheeling amongst the Red Rocks, if she is not busy attend-
ing a gallery opening or supplying a local shop with Chrysa-
lis Tarot Decks, Greeting Cards or Canvas Prints!  Holly’s 
daughters, Gabi and Esme, as well as Pearl, a beautiful grey 
cat, help keep her company. Email hollysierra@yahoo.com 
and see her work at
 https://www.etsy.com/shop/HollySierraArt
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ABRAHAM ON WHAT YOUR WORK IS

Your work isn't to change someone else's behavior, your 
work is to find a way of feeling good regardless of the con-
ditions that surround you, and sort of unconditionally find 
alignment, and then the Universe will yield to you what 
you want.

ABRAHAM ON 
KNOWING YOUR PURPOSE

Your purpose is to continually discover expansion and to 
keep up with it for the purpose of pleasure and joy. It's 
a triad of intentions that you were born with: freedom, 
growth, and joy. 

And we say freedom, growth, and joy, and you say, We 
hear you growth, growth, growth, growth. 

And we say, freedom, growth, and joy, and you say, Yes, 
growth, growth, growth. 

And we say freedom you're so free you can choose bond-
age, and expansion is inevitable. 

But if you choose joy as your powerful desire, if that's 
what you are predominantly looking for, then you will 
always stay in balance, because life's going to continue to 
cause this expansion, and no one can vibrate for you so no 
one can take your freedom away from you.

No one ever does anything to you. Nothing ever happens 
to you that's not a vibrational match to the frequency that 
you have going on.

And so, let joy be your quest - which means, I want to 
feel good, I want to find clarity, I want to feel the 
alignment, I want to sync up with how Source feels 
about this right now - so that it's your awareness that 
the Source within you is here with you right now, having 
whatever conversation you are having, having whatever 
experience you're having, and has a very clear perspective 
of this moment in time, and then you understand that, if 
you feel any negative emotion, that your perspective is 
different from that of Source.

ABRAHAM-HICKS

From the original paint-
ing ‘Storyteller’ for The 
Chrysalis Tarot. It’s a 
dark night and the sky 
is filled with stars. From 
inside a tent, bathed in 
moonlight, we hear the 
lilting voice of the old 
wise woman relaying 
the tales of her people’s 
past. The firelight flick-
ers and the little ones 
grow fidgety. This is the 
way mankind has gained 
wisdom down through 
the ages. Here is my 
portrait of ‘The Story-

teller’ and her Spirit guide, the Oriole. Symbolically, she 
offers a glowing orb of knowledge for her audience!



As hopeless as any situation feels, 
it‘s really only your thoughts that 

you’re dealing with.  And you 
have the power to change those.     

Louise Hay
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When we think that the 
world has unlimited 
resources, our world 
becomes unlimited.  

Ma Yoga Shakti

You are cordially invited to request a free sample copy of our Truth
Journal magazine and a catalog of Mr. Davis’ books. Visit our

web site to read Truth Journal and articles in several languages.
Also video and audio talks.  www.csa-davis.org
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Soon to Be Published
Revised & Enlarged Edition
6 x 9 Quality Paperback
208 Pages Plus 16 Pages
of Color and b/w Photos

The author is the only ordained
disciple of Paramahansa Yogananda
who is still actively teaching. Learn
who Yogananda was, what he taught,
how he lived, and how he interacted
with disciples and the circumstances
and events of everyday life.
 
Answers to many questions about the
spiritual path, meditation practices,
and awakening to emotional and
spiritual maturity to Self-realization
and liberation of consciousness.

A clear explanation of traditions and
essential practices of Yoga and the
lineages of Kriya Yoga gurus.

A glossary has precise definitions of
150 English and Sanskrit words and
philosophical concepts helpful for
truth seekers to know.

Publication in early June  $8.00
Special pre-publication price
until June 15: $5.00
plus $3.00 postage.
Order by mail, phone, or e-mail.

Read a little. Meditate more.
Think of God all the time.
– Paramahansa Yogananda


